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REFUSES THIRD TERM:
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President Settles Momentous Question
Once and for All in Firm
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Democratic National Meeting To
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Be Held There

Statement
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However Announcement Came Sooner Than Expected-Leave- s
Field Clear for Taft, Cannon, Knox,

Foraker and Others.
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"ON THE NIGHT AFTER ELECTION I MADE THE FOLLOW'I AM DEEPLY SENSIBLE OF THE
ING ANNOUNCEMENT:
HONOR DONE ME BY THE AMERICAN PEOPLE IN THUS EXPRESSING THEIR CONFIDENCE IN WHAT I HAVE DONE AND
THE
FULLY
AND HAVE TRIED TO DO. I APPRECIATE
UPCONFIDENCE
IMPOSES
THIS
RESPONSIBILITY
SOLEMN
ON ME, AND I SHALL DO ALL THAT IN MY POWER LIES NOT
OF MARCH NEXT I
ON THE FOURTH
TO FORFEIT IT.
A
HALF
YEARS AND THIS
AND
THREE
SERVED
HAVE
SHALL
THREE AND A HALF YEARS CONSTITUTE MY FIRST TERM.
THE WISE CUSTOM WHICH LIMITS THE PRESIDENT TO TWO
TERMS REGARDS THE SUBSTANCE AND NOT THE FORM, AND
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES.WILL I BE A CANDIDATE FOR
OR ACCEPT ANOTHER NOMINATION.' I HAVE NOT CHANGED
AND SHALL NOT CHANGE THE DECISION THUS ANNOUNCED."
"THEODORE ROOSEVELT."
X

XXX

X

xxxxxxxxxxx

Washington, Dec. 12. President
Roosevelt will not be a candidate for
a third term. All doubt on this
point has been dispelled by the authoritative statement issued from the
White House last night and published
in this morning's papers that the President still adheres to the decision of
renunciation made the night of the
election three years ago. In the
statement Issued last night President
Roosevelt says he has not changed
and shall not change the decision, delivered to the American people . In
1904.

.

It appears that President Roosevelt
had been awaiting the call for the Reafpublican National Convention to
ford the proper opportunity for making his position clear and unmistakable, thus leaving the field clear for
Fairbanks, Taft, Cannon, Knox, Foraker and other declared or receptive
candidates for the Republican nomination.
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crats, however, express a belief that
a Roosevelt stampede in the convention would shake his resolution and
that he would prove no exception to
the historic precedent that no American citizen refused a presidential
nomination.
The administration republicans declare that the announcement gives a great impetus to the
Taft boom, wuile the Democrats, many
of the leaders of which party are here
to attend the meeting of their national committee are shouting that it
means "Bryan in a walk."
Bryan Expected President to Stand

Pat.
Lincoln, Neb., Dec. 12. When told
that President Roosevelt, had. made
declaration that he will
positive
not be a candidate for a third term,
William J. Bryan expressed no surprise. He declared the position of
the President was as he expected, Mr.
Bryan said:
"I have assumed from the beginning that President Roosevelt would
not be a candidate. The statement he
issued the night of the election left no
room for misunderstanding and I have
felt that his friends were doing him
that he
an
suggesting
w
"
uw
MU inincHra
mHumiv in
would change his position on the suh

Statement Did Not Come as a Surprise
The announcement that the President would not accept the nomination
if tendered, created little surprise
among his closest friends. In Washington and the stand he has taken Is
generally commended by Republicans
and Democrats alike. Some Demo ject."
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HAIMAN CASE

OPERATED

Attorney General President's Daughter Under SurHas It Under
Consideration1
geon's Knife .
TO

Pacific Offers to Patient Rallies From Ordeal
and Her Ultima
Ra.k
Abandon Control Over
co very is Expected.
Southern acihc.

Union

f

Dec. 12. A dispatch to
the Tribune from Washington says:
Negotiations are under way between
Attorney General Bonaparte and E.
H. Harriman looking to an agreement
by which the Union Pacific Railroad
Company will abandon direct control
of the Southern Pacific system in return for which the government will
agree not to prosecute Harriman for
Chicago,

'

Washington,. Dec. 12. Mrs. Nicholas Longworth, wife of Congressman
Longworth and who was formerly
Miss Alice Roosevelt, eldest
daughter
of President and Mrs. Roosevelt, underwent an operation today for apThe operation was perpendicitis.
formed at the White House by Dr.
Sinney, of John Hopkins Hospital, at
Baltimore, assisted by Dr. Rixey.
The patient was put under the Influence of anaesthetics at 10 o'clock.
.t 11:30 o'clock, Dr. Rixey announced
that the operation was successful In
every way and that Mrs. Longworth
was recovering from the influence of

law or the
violating-thcompetitive clauses of the Interstate
Commerce law. The Southern Pacific
railway will be organized as a spear-atcompany and the Union Pacific
will either take over the Central Pacific from Ogden to San Francisco or the anaesthetics.
as
over
it
permitted
operate trains
No apprehension Is entertained as
by law.
to the outcome of the operation by
the attending physicians.
e

anti-trus-

t

e

285 BODIES TAKEN

FROM WRECKED MINE.
Monogah, W. Va., Dec. 12. Up to
ten o'clock today 285 bodies had been
recovered from the Monongah mines
and 25 more were In the slope ready
for removal to the surface.

: The New Mexican Printing Com
iany Is headquarters for engraved
cards de vlste in New Mexico. Get
'our work done here and you will be
'
pleased In every particular.

Washington, Dec. 12. Bulletin, 1 p. m. Denver, Colorado,
won the contest for the next
Democratic National convention
on the second ballot. The result of the first ballot was:
Denver 20, Louisville 18, Chicago 5, St. Paul 1. Another ballot was immediately
taken.
When the second ballot was
reached
Sullivan
withdrew
Chicago as a candidate and his
action was immediately followed by Woodson withdrawing
Louisville.
Denver was then
selected by acclamation.
The
convention will be held Julv ?,

would bo the proof the archbishop
wanted.
GUADALUPE
The Indian climbed the mountain to ACCUSED RANKER
v
a place designated among the rocks
where no vegetation ever grew, or
could have grown at that season as
MAKES
it wiih in winter. At the place designated be found some beautiful roses
which he picked up carefully so as
not to injuro the delicate petals. He
placed the flowers in his tilma or
blanket and went triumphantly to the
place of the archbishop.
When the
190S.
archbishop saw the beautiful roses
v.'hich
were
still
wet
with
dew
and
j
i of exquisite fragrance he was
conWashington, Dec. 12. The members
vinced the visions of the Indian were
of
the Democratic National Committrue and it was indeed the Virgin
tee here to attend a meeting of the
Mother of Christ who had delivered FALSE
ENTRIES IN BOOKS committee were among the most Inthis message to him through the Interested readers of the announcement
dian. Nor was this revelation all.
made today that President Roosevelt
the
blanket
they
scrutinizing
Bishop Pitaval Offici a iy Upon
beheld a marvelous likeness of "Our Figures Showing Heavy De- had reiterated last night his determination not accept another nomination
Announces Transfer of Lady of Guadalupe." This blanket
in New York
posits
for the presidency.
Several
were
with its wonderful picture as already
Father RabeyroIIe.
frank
to
the
enough
express
opinion
Banks
Fictitious.
to
this day in the
stated is preserved
that he could poll a larger Demobasilica at Tepcyac.
vote than any other candidate
cratic
Special services were held
Archbishop Zumaraga made haste
Sau Francisco, Dec. 12. J. Dalzell and with him out of the
way the Demening and this morning. at Ouarininnn to have a church erected at Tepeyac Brown, the imprisoned
of the ocratic candidate will not only retain
manager
church in this city in commemnraHnn consecrated to the honor and glory defunct California Safe
Deposit and the vote of his own party but will
of Our Lady of Guadalupe, who is In of tae VirKln an,l the basilica was Trust
Company, has confessed to the stand a better show of making inme uiessed Virgin Mary and I,U1U aiongsiuo oi u oniy a lew yeurs bank examiner that fictitious entries
''
roads upon the opposition.
Most of
'
s
is the patroness of the
Every Guadalupe day tae
were made in the books of the bank.
parish. The aS
this morning consisted of alful niake pilgrimages from long dis- - ine entries related to two items of the prominent Republicans refused to
talk but Senat6fChester Long, of
low mass at G:30 o'clock and solemn " 'tce3 to worship at its shrine, and ono hundred
thousand dollars each
fncred tilnia is the object of do- which according to the books of the Kansas, said:
high mass at 9:30 o'clock. VpmfiV
"As a supporter of William II. Taft
were sung beginning at 7:30 o'clock vout veneration.
company were cij deposit in New I am very much sratified that the
last evening, after which the benedicRev. RabeyroIIe Will Be Greatly
loi-banks when such was not the statement has be?u made by Presition of the Blessed Sacrament was
Missed.
'
case.
dent Roosevelt."
given by Right Rev. J. B. Pitaval.
It was officially announced this Cashier of Illinois Bank a Suicide.
Perry Belmont Favors Publicity.
bishop of the diocese of Santa Fe. morning at the Church of Our Lady
Kankakee, Ills., Dec. 12. R. P.
Before the meeting of the Demo-- '
Bishop Pitaval also assisted at the of Guadalupe that Rev. Adrian Rabey- Easton, aged 48
years, cashier of the cratic National Committee today Persolemn high mass today
roIIe, who has been pastor of the State Bank of Herscherflc, a village ry Belmont, treasurer of the commituuaciaiupe church was crowded al- church since 1901. has been uromoted fifteen miles frnm thic otv
mmlf. tee, was seeking pledges to the fol
most to suffocation at the vesper ser-jbthe . Most Rev. Archbishop Peter ted suicide In the bank last' nieht hv
A
lowing resolution, which he intro- n
4Vtn
u
t
n
rinaa
luo Duieuiu mgu mass in; uourgaue to tne important pansn or; shooting himself In the head
The dnred
,
ui uurtuaiupe. w.msi i.as
egas to mi tne vacancy
denosits . of sibo- bank, which can-en0ain
That the Democratic
en sianuing room was at a nremn m' mnsrwi hv th liiuu&a , a atme t-nev.
r.rtrt
uuu.
o..
was in excellent condition
ui
National
Committee
apcordially
and many persons were unable to gain' Henry Pouget.
cording to a recent statement.
movement under way to
the
proves
admission, ihe church choir was augThe promotion of Father Rabey-- !
assist in bringing about publicity in
mented for the occasion and sang rolle, though
conferring on him a well
state as well as national campaigns
with orchestral accompaniment The merited honor, is nevertheless a loss ONE GOLDFIELD
of the money contnouted and all
music was one of the features of the' which Is keenly felt by all the
MINE RESUMES expenditures made by the committee
Professor Perez's band ionors of Guadalupe church. Father
for political purposes."
rendered appropriate selections last RabeyroIIe came to Santa Fe while Other
Did Not Attempt to
Five Cities Bid for Convention.
Properties
evening before and after tne vesper' still a young man. Notwithstanding
Start Up Today Union Men
The Democratic National Commitservices.
the disadvantages he labored under
Made No Disturbance.
tee met at 12:03 o'clock today. The
Rev. Adrain RabeyroIIe, the retir-,isucceeding such able men as the
stales which failed to respond to the
ing pastor of the church officiated at late Rev. J. H. Defouri and Rev. P.
roll call were Arkansas, California,
12.
x
Dec.
Goldfield,
Fifty-siNev.,
u
solemn high mass this morning, Gilberton, he has made an enviable
u
Maine, Massachusetts, Mon'
'
'
&l
Kansas,
l
In
l
null
and
.
assisted as deacon an hfivwinn,.m,
oii
i,V J U
.
u w unuvsu I . r.nr,i
VVJ UUtlVU
1.
V,VV1 U. oi,i
1T,nI
hJ
North Dakota, Texas, Oklahoma
tana,
luuimwn
More
comuinauon
mine,
Rev.
E. Betrom and man of his age
spectively by
than one hundred signed the agree- and the Territory of Hawaii. The
Rev. Jules Colin, assistant priests at
Through the energy and zeal of this
the Cathedral. The altar was an ob- young priest, who in an unostenta- ment required by the Mine Owners' committee at once got down to busiAssociation, but only the above num- ness and nominations for the place of
ject of rare beauty with Its lavish tious manner and without any special ber
showed up today. The men were holding the next convention were
floral decorations and myriad of flick appeal to the public, the historic old
made. Five cities made a bid as folunmolested
and
ering candles. Bishop Pitaval deliv- church of Guadalupe has been thor- union are not the pickets of the lows: Denver,
in
Louisville,
evidence.
Chicago,
strongly
ered the sermon which was an elo- oughly renovated by the addition of
No other mines attempted to reopen St. Paul, and Atlantic City.
In
discourse
quent
which he recited a new foundation, new floors, and a
Denver's Claims Well Presented.
the beautiful legend of the apparition new roof. The interior has been dec this morning.
Charles Franklin, of Denver, was
The mine owners say that a few of
of Our Lady of Guadalupe in whose orated and adorned with new statues,
the new men are from other camps, the first speaker to be heard in advohonor he services were he'd.
new candelabrums all works of art; who came
here independently and de- cacy of that city's claims for the conGuadalupe day is one of the great while to the vestry have been added sired work
of the Western vention. He showed a number of large
est reilgious holidays observed in Mex vestments which will compare favor- Federation. regardless
The union leaders say diagrams covered with objects of which
ico which is the scene of the legend. ably with the best in the territory.
they are well satisfied with the situa- Denver was the center. He said DenNor has the zeal of this good priest tion and claim
Every Catholic church throughout the
induced many ver was a convention city, from 150
sister republic joins In the observance been limited to Santa Fe. Charged from, outside andthey
of the local to 200 conventions being held there
many
and holds services designed to show with the mission of San Pedro and miners not to
to work at a low- every year. He spoke of tne ample acgo
the love of the
to the holy Ccrrillos, the Reverend Father did ered scale.
commodations both in the matter of
and Immaculate Mother.
It is also not rest content until he had erected General Funston is expected to ar hotels and a new auditorium, which
more or less observed by the native a church at the former place, while rive this afternoon but
his appearance he said was built by the city at a
Catholics throughout New Mexico and he leaves funds and material for a will not affect the situation
at once. cost of $550,000, and was capable of
Arizona.
new chapel at the latter. When it Is The
are kept within the holding 14,000 persons. He made a
regulars
A Beautiful Legend.
considered that Father RabeyroIIe Is
guard lines and no visitors are al- strong point of Denver's climate, deyears of age and lowed. There Is no excitement any- claring that the delegates would he
At Tepeyac, a little town within a scarcely thirty-fou- r
short distance of the City of Mexico, that he never enjoys anything like ro- where. All the mines are picketed. able to do as much work there In two
there stands a massive basilica erect bust health one may form some idea
days as in 3 In the humid atmosphere
ed to the honor of "Our Lady of Guad of his untiring activity.
of the east. He claimed that not
NEWSPAPER
VETERAN
The New Mexican joins in the pubalupe."- - Jealously guarded within this
MAN PASSES AWAY. since 1832 had there bten a national
which acconvention held beyond the geogramagnificent house of worship is an In- lic expression of regrets
Radian blanket which contains a beau- company the departure of Father
phical center of the United States. He
12.
Dec.
St.
Major said
Joseph, Mo.,
tiful picture of the Mother of Christ, beyroIIe from Santa Fe. His absence
that from many southern states
Thomas W. Park, for many years
railroad-farto Denver was no,
which it is believed was painted by will be felt not only in his parish but
the
throughout the city where he was prominent in Democratic politics in greater than to Atlantic City or Chi- -j
the angels.
known as a loyal citizen, a perfect Missouri, a newspaper man, and con- cago and but little more than to Louis-iville- ,
The legend is well authenticated by
and a worthy representa- federate veteran, is dead at his
while from the Pacific coast it
church documents. In 15bi the story gentleman,
He will be missed home in Platte City, Missouri, aged 65 would be no more. Franklin said the
church.
of
his
tive
goes the Blessed Virgin appeared in at the' sessions of the
legislature at years. He was chief of the Press 'Denver committee had $100,000 to
visions to an Indian by the name of
as chaplain. Bureau of the Louisiana Purchase cover the
officiated
has
he
which
expenses of the convention
Jose Diego. She told him to go to e
missed at the territorial Exposition.
will
be
He
and
every facility as to
guarantees
was
then
archbishop of Mexico who
he administered
hotels, committee rooms, press acMost Rev. Juan de Zumarraga, and penitentiary where
From G. A. R. ENCAMPMENT
to its Inmates.
,
commodations, etc.
tell him to have built a church at Te good advice
of the career of Father
the
knowledge
TO BE HELD AUGUST 21.
Busiof
Denver
F.
R.
the
W.
of
in
honor
Mills,
the
peyac
Virgin Mary.
New Mexican is forced
and RabeyroIIe the
ness Men's League,
Diego went to the archblsnop
presented the
the loss of Santa Fe
to
that
conclude
told the prelate of his apparition. The
Dec. 12. At a meeting of formal Invitation of Denver, repeat- Toledo,
will be the gain of Las Vegas.
of .lng in substance what he had said to
national executive committee
archbishop was credulous and wanted
Pastor. tne
Rev.
some proof. In the third apparition
0
Army of the Republic here the Republican committee In an
himself,
nMm&l
fmt tQ get the Republican convention.
will be yesterday th(J dat(J of
young
priest
comparatively
red man to go to the top of a ruggedja
Senator Teller supported those who
ampment of the Grand Amy of
"""
"
"
next
to
mountain the following day and he
be
held
here
year
Republic
.
would find some flowers then which
was set for August 21.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
(Continued On Page Eight.)
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RACE

Delegation From Colorado
Metropoh'3 Made Hard
Fight and Won.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF THE IRRIGATION CONGRE8S.
Next year'a National Irrigation Congress will be held In Albuquerque. The
New Mexican is on record from the
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS
date of the first meeting of this imJOHN K. 8TAUFFER, 8eoy-TreaMAX. FROST, Editor.
portant national body as having been
EDWIN F. COARD, City Edjtor.
strongly In Its favor and aiding its
work In every way. The third national irrigation congress was held in the
Eatered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce
city of Albuquerque and the editor of
this paper at that time was a mem8.75 ber of the executive committee thereDally, six months, by mall
RATES OP SUBSCRIPTION,
$ .20
2.00 of. The late Walter C. Hadley who
Weekly, per year
ruliy, per week, by carrier
76
carrier
'Dally, per month, by
1.00 represented Bernalillo county In the
six
montba
Weekly,
65
urDally, per month, by mall
75 Legislative Assembly, upon the
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
tally, per year, by mall
gent solicitation of the New Mexican
and also by its aid, secured a small
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
appropriation of $2,000 to defray the
expenses of the congress in the year
The New Mexican Is the oldest n ewspaper In New Mexico. It Is Bent to 1895, and at that time it was a sucsmall and but 150
every postoftlce In the Territory, an d has a large and growing circulation cess. It was still
were
but t was the
present
delegates
smong the Intelligent and progresslv e people of the Southwest.
beginning and It aided in the present
great development and beneficial acts
of the gathering. Since then the New
Mexican has cordially and earnestly
supported the movement yearly and
It is beyond cavil that the recognition received by New Mexico and the
A LECTURE ON ASSESSMENT
NATIONAL
AT THE
POLITICS
many resolutions adopted favoring its
CAPITAL.
RATES.
desires have added materially in the
The El Paso Herald makes very advancement of the territory. Under
Santa Fe Is frequently represented
as a hot bed of political Intrigue; of sensible remarks in a recent issue up- these conditions it is but natural that
constant factional disturbances; a on, assessment metuods or rather as- this paper should be ready and willcapital where political strife Is the sessment rates in New Mexico, al- ing to help in every proper way to
rule to a greater extent than In any though it is in error when it speaks make the coming congress in Albuother capital in the United States, If of a tax rato of from six to twelve! querque a success, creditable to the
not the world. Of course, it is only per cent, while actually it ranges people of the territory at large and
the unthinking who expatiate thus, from three per cent in county dis to the Duke City in particular,
for in every state capital there is a tricts to six per cent in incorporated and
a
so
be
that
it may
and
magnified interest in matters political cities, the territorial tax rate being memorable
auspicious event
active partisanship only about 1.4 per cent, and that on in the history of the territory. The
and excessively
in more than one respect. Washing- an assessment which the territorial New Mexican will cheerfully and loyton is no exception and at the Na- traveling auditor says averages scarce- ally support Governor George Curry
tional Capital the game of politics is ly twenty per cent of tho real value. and the board of control of the Conplayed far more eagerly on a grand Says the Herald:
gress in the Duke City ln its columns
"It would be a good piece of busi- and otherwise to bring about this
scale than it is In Santa Fe In a dimiEven in the de- ness on New Mexico's part to raise greatly to be desired end. The affair
nutive measure.
at times intrigues the basis of tax assessments, and low- should not be considered local but terare
there
partments
and cabals and secret working against er the tax rate correspondingly. Every- ritorial. It should be made an event
the chief executive, who although body who knows Now Mexico knows In which the people at large should
aware of this, is often tied by reasons that the total assessed valuation of become greatly interested and which
Tho should be helped not only by all inof state or of political policy and can $31,000,000 is ridiculously low.
not assert himself and rid himself territorial auditor says the basis is terested in irrigation and land matof those obnoxious to him even in his 20 per cent, which would make the ters but by all loyal and patriotic
immediate political surroundings. For true value $255,000,000.
citizens who have the genuine ad"In the fight for statehood, invidious vance and good of this commonwealth
instance, the Saturday Evening Post,
a very reliable and conservative week- comparisons will be drawn. El Paso at heart.
ly, the oldest in the United States, city is assessed at $25,000,000 on a 50
of the Attorney ner font hnsls. nnd n? onnrsA it la nh.
says in speaking
Mvi ia t The violation of the liquor and SunGeneral of tho United States: "The sum tn thinu that
Now Mexlco ,s no lonSer
halo that sat above the imperial brow worth immensely more than her own day laws,ln
to g0
permitted
Nearly
of the Honorable Charles J. Bonaparte figures Indicate.
Every Congressman
saloon keePer in Socorro county
of Baltimore, once Secretary of the desiring to fight statehood will cite ever'
b' Jud&9 frank w-oNavy and now Attorney General, has the assessed valuation of some cltylwas, fln,ed
for
the saloons Pen
keePlnS
been removed by the course of events.
county or state, with which he is!Park,er
on
whlle
and
the iail sent'
Sunday
familiar.
It doesn't take very much
Bonaparte had a tremendous local
ence of thlrty days ln each case was
to
a
of
taxable
a
went
he
have
into
the
valuation
before
city
reputation
suspended it was only during good
Cabinet, as a reformer, and all that, of $50,000,000 or $100,000,000.
Similarly, the law pro
"The low taxable value in New behavior.
and he seemed just the President's
sale of strong drink to
the
hibiting
sort of a man. He came across to Mexico will lead opponents to state13 beln& enforced
Indlans
in let-rais!the
to
hood
assert
smile
a
that the territory
perpetual
Washington with
wel1
as
aa
sPlrIt
and
thls
only
it seemed and a determination to do
poor, undeveloped, sparsely pop-jte- r
a
owner
saloon
Ws
and
with''
someulated, unbuilt up, ill supplied
great things. A cog slipped
keePer were 'arrested on a b
where, for the story now is that he modern facilities and generally unfit.
'
is continually overruled and continu- Then tho same men will turn around warrant 80 that 8Peedy 3ustice
bo done because they were ch
use
as
and
an
additional
that
of
out
left
argument
legal proceedings
ally
Ta09 Ind '
Belltin? 11(Juor
lie should, by rights, have in his con-fro- the statement that tax .rates are 6,
ln
connection
the fact
12
iO
the
and
administration
per cont, showing incora.jTake
and, while
ln
than, three weeks leSf
does not desire to hurry him, the de- petency, extravagance, and graft.
"A much better policy for all con- - amb,Un wl" fo,rever Pas8
lights of life on his country place near
New Mexlc0- - and there ls 800d
Baltimore have been mentioned pleas- cerned would be to assess all proper- - tory la
fo
tho assertion that this
true!
antly in several quarters and wonder ty at not less than 50 per cent of
one of tho most law
is
territory
60
cent
is
Then
does
that
better
not
value,
per
yet.
prefer
expressed that he
Peace-lovincommon
kind of an existence to the grind of to lower the tax rate to a reason- - abidIng and
stateswealth8
Unlted
tbe
01
as
able
much
official duties."
money
figure, producing
The reason of Attorney General as now, but with a rate only one- - jcourse' th)s does not sult the Albu"s
the present rate, ?uerlue Morning Journal which
Bonaparte's decline in the President's third or
is the policy adopted in El Paso'Jects t0 the enforcement of the Sun-biis well as public esteem can easily
he determined.
the present administration, and day law; and Pain,.t3 a dark Plcture ofGoing into the Cabicondition of the Albuquerque pubmainmust
with
net
the idea that he
practically everybody is satisfied, for ,the
acuu""J
wmL" W1" euBUB wuea in
tain his reputation as a reformer and El Paso has truly equalized tax valuaincome
frora
Albuquerque's gambling
misin
Hons for the first time
ner history
terror to evil doers, he entirely
is cut off, but the respectable
took his mission as the President's iinrt her total Htv. nonntv. nrt state
of the territory are not wor- tn will not fixoeed 2.B ner cont on a P60!
legal adviser and brought the
istratlon Into predicaments and di- 50 per cent basis of valuation. How rv,nS and ar,e not forgetting that it
lemmas that it has kept the Presi- much better impression this makes wus wa uul1 1NUW Mexican wnicn
first took UP
movement against
dent and the rest of the Cabinet busy than would a valuation of $10,000,000
legalized
gambling and started the
to straighten out. Servile minions and a tax rate of 6.5 per cent."
campaign against this vice, a vice
were sent out to all parts of the counwhich has been a terrible drain upon
with
the
that
they NO THIRD TERM FOR PRESIDENT
impression
try
New Mexico for decades.
must ferret out alleged crimes against
ROOSEVELT.
obsolete
of
and
the majesty
.dignity
for the
Although a
statutes of the United States, to pro- Presidency la within the easv reach' Th Socorro Chieftain does not pro
cure indictments and convictions at of President Roosevelt, he
ttt brlSht and shinning
manfully Pse to, hlde
01 113 couniv unaer a Dusnei oasK-h- e
any cost and to drag into the dust declines to bo a candidate for what
prominent men, tho more prominent,
considers a third term. Those who ft- - 0n the contrary it desires every
the greater tho advertisement by the maliciously chareed that he Is still Doay. lar anl near- - niSn ana low, to
yellow press. Even New Mexico has hunting for delegates to the Republl- - know that aa far as absence of crime
had its taste and satiety of this kind can National Convention at
concerned, iue couniy Dears a nne
Chicago,
of a policy and will shed no tears
next year, must admit in the face of rocora- Puaiy announces:
when the picayune policy of digging the
umnm
Auorney wouora is
emphatic and definite statement
up old offenses out of the political
,hllc at the White House last thority.for the statement that during
graveyards is displaced by the broad evening, that they utterly misjudged tno la9t eighteen months the number
cases on ia
oocorro
statesmanship such as characterized tne
the ol Pel
President.
However,
the administration of Attorney Gen-ora- l Now Mevican la still of the oDinion county docket has been reduced from
Philander Knox who achieved that the Roosevelt policies must be over a hundred to two, and that for
waa
wnr
wnne to
greater results for public righteous- continued and if not bv a Roosevelt inai reason
ness, the suppression of illegal trusts then by some one who is fully identi- - summon a petit jury at this term of
and the enforcement of law and or- fled
l 13 uuuouui wnemer any
The couri- with
these policies.
der than is possible under any course mow Movicnn ran nnt cnnceivn that otner county in New Mexico can
that imagines that the Attorney Gen- in case of a real national emergency make a better showing than that- eral Is a policeman cnarged with the PmaUont T?nnanvfH wnnid refns
to and, by the way, Socorro county ls
maintenance of the public peace.
Repubhelm
of
the ship of ner a straight,
seize again the
state if the nation demands it, but "can administration."
would
A Washington
correspondent has it is also certain that nothing
discovered the secret of Senator
,
,
,,,,
,M
movements.
He says Foraker his word that he Is not a candidate
and wU 1 not accept the m , to
in doing things because
he hates for
and
,t
course of New
MexlcaQ Cm dQ the
peace. That also sizes up the reason nomination in the ordinary
for certain chronic emanations of the eveiuo.
concerning the banks ln this city and
Journal. It
for that matter throughout the entire
Morning
Albuquerque
hates to see harmony ln Republican
Postmasters seem to have the call territory. There ls no section of this
Chlca- - great country where the banks have
ranks, in fact, it does not suit a cer to elective Jobs
In
Pe
lower
the
of
its backers
tain one
go elected its postmaster to be may- done better or have shown more sol
cos Valley that there should be peace or, he succeeding ln turning a usual idlty and strength than they have In
in the Republican ranks for he had Democratic plurality Into a goodly Now Mexico. Even in Las Vegas
predicted that disaster would come Republican majority. The postmas- - where the banks had been bitterly
to tho party in case he was eliminat- ter of Boston has followed Mayor criticized, especially
by
Harper's
ed. He was eliminated and the party Busse's example and was this week Weekly, for issuing clearing house
Is stronger and more united than ever elected the Republican mayor of the certificates, these certificates are now
and that is where the shoe pinches. most Democratic city of New England, being called In and are paid dollar for
"Lot us have trouble so that we may In both cases, President Roosevelt dollar, while Santa Fe banks were on
fish in the dark," is the Journal's sanctioned the candidacy of the post- - a cash basis throughout the entire
masters and in Boston's case even financial- - flurry,
well conceived policy at present.
permitted the postmaster to retain his
office during the mayoralty campaign.
De8pUe a cogUy Btr,ke and flnm.
During the recent financial
clal stringency, the Western Union
a Georgia farmer withdrew $1,500
Woman nurses are recommended Telegraph Company has declared its
In greenbacks from the bank and hid
That
for
the Navy and to be sure. Jack regular quarterly dividend.
cea.
The
of
nis
mattress
a
them in
busl-firmfor
a
the
much
of
lack'
"Ths
company's
will
not
Tar
nowspeaks
object
this,
money has disappeared K- -d
"
as
as
well
for
th
has learned after all that woman's nursing," ls a standing ness managoment
the
It
rates
war.
to
public.
who
those
charges
go
grievance with
banks are safer than mattresses.
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Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Practices ln all the District Courts
and gives special attention to caaei
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin B!k., Santa Fe, N. M.
BENJAMIN M. READ
Attorney at Law.
New Mexico.
Santa Fe,
Office: Sena Block, Palac Avenue.
WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN,
Attorney at Law.
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
United States District Attorney.
A. W. POLLARD,

Attorney at Law.
District Attorney, Luna County.
New Mexico.
Demlng
EDWARD C. WADE,
Attorney at Law.
Practice in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, In the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Offices.
Las Cruces, N. M.

The oldest banking Instltutlo n
RUFU8 J. PALEN, President.
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice Presl

Mexico. Established in 1870.

In New

dent

JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,

Assistant Cashier.
Surplus and Undivided Profits 183,500.

Capital Stock, $150,000.

Transacts a general banking business In all Its branches. Loans
money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for
Its customers. Buys and1 sells domestlo and foreign exchange and
makes telegraphic transfers of money to all ports of the civilized
world on as liberal terms as are given by any money transmitting
agency, public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's term.
Liberal advances made on cons Ignments of live stock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons In the banking line, and
alms to extend to them as liberal treatment In all respects, as It
with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety Deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the public Is respectfully

E. C. ABBOTT,

Attorney at Law.
Practices in the District and Supreme Courts. Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
New Mexico.
Santa Fe
A. B. RENEHAN,
ln the Supreme

Practices

trict Courts.
a Specialty.
Santa Fe, N.

and DisMining and Land Law
Office ln Catron Block.

CHAS. F. EASLEY,
(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney at Law.
New Mexico...
Santa Fe
Land and Mining Business a Specialty.
GEORGE B. BARBER,
Attorney and Counselor at Law,
Lincoln, Lincoln County, New Mexico.
Practice in the District Court and
Supreme Courts of the Territory.
Prompt Attention Given to All
Buil nest.
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney at Law.
District Attorney for Second Judicial

District
Practices ln the District Court and
the Supreme Court of the Territory;
also before the United States Supreme
Court ln Washington.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

WILLIAM VAUGHN,

RK B. THOMPSON
Attorney-at-La-

Eighth District
Dona Ana, Lincoln and Otero
Attorney.

Las Cruces

Prop.

One of the Best Hotels in the West
Coistae and Table Service Unexcelled.

Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.
0

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

-

Washington Avenue

& GABLE, Proprietors.

Q THE

L

A
I

H. B. HOLT,
Attorney at Law.
y Cruces, New Mexico.
sen in the District Courts as
before the Suprenv Court of
tory.

District

TflE PALACE HOTEL

M.

R
HOTEL

s

American and European Flan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
Heated. Electric Lighted. Every Room a Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Press the Button we do the rest.

New Mexico

HARVIE DUVAL,
Attorney at Law.
Land, Mining and Corporation Law exclusively. Practice in all the District
Courts and Supreme Court. Special
attention to perfecting titles and organizing and financing land and min-

ing properties.
Office, Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N.

.

THE NEW MEXICO

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
AND MECHANIC ARTS.

M.

H. M. DOUGHERTY,

and Counsellor at Law.
Practices In the Supreme and District
Courts of the Territory.

OCTOBER 28TH TO

Attorney

New Mexico.

Socorro.

Office,

CATRON & GORTNER.

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law.
Catron Block.
New Mexico.
Santa Fe
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
Office

ing Co.,

Notary Public
with the New Mencai Print
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

........

....

18T.

thoroughly practical course of Instruction In Field
Crops, Dairying, Farm Machinery, Farm Mechanics,. Fruit Growing,
Vegetable Growing, Livestock and Elementary
Agriculture,
Cooking,
Home Sanitation, Sewing, Fancy Needlework.
FOUR months beginning October 28th. Prepared for those who
cannot attend school the full year but who are free' during November,
December, January and February. Course open to any one over fifteen
years of age.

For further information address,

L. BACA,

ROMAN

LUTHER FOSTER, President
P. O.) Agricultural College, N. M.

08TEOPATHY.
DR. CHARLE3

A. WHEELON,
Osteopath.
No. 103 Palace Ave.
Successfully treats acute and chronic
diseases without drugs or medicines.
No charge for Consultation.
Hours:
m., 5 p. m. 'Phone 156.
9--

2--

CONY T. BROWN,
Mining Engineer.
Secretary and Treasurer New Mexico
School of Mines.
Socorrc
.
New Mexico.
CORBET 4 8MYTHE,
Civil, Mining and Hydraulic Engineers.
Assaying and General Contracting.
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
East side Plaza.
Santa Fe, N. M.
DAVID K. WHITE, C. E.

(Late Territorial Engineer.)
Irrigation, Water Supply, Railroad
and Bridge Building.
New Mexico.
8anta Fe,

BEBGEIIE HiSUOflllCE

E. W. HART.

Architects.
Plans Specifications and Supervision.
-

Address.
Rooms 5 and 8 Pioneei Bldg.
'; East Lai
Vegas,
N. IL

BrJEHCY

GOiBPflliV

GENERAL AGENT8 FOR NEW MEXICO FOR

Tr

PENN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF PHILADELPHIA, PA.

.

Purely a Mutual Insurance Company.

JIatioaal Surety

Co., of

pew

York

Court Fidelity and Public Official Condi Lowest Rates.
Strong Line of Fire Insurance Companies.

Palace

Aven&iO

SANTA FE, ... NEW MEXICO

h. C. VONT7

DIAMONrJS
RIGHT PRICES
RIGHT GOODS
RIGHT SERVICE

.

WATCHES

vua.etvirx of

.

er

MARCH

A complete and

Real Estate and Mines.
Spanish Translator, Notary Public.
Office Griffin
Bldg., Washington
Ave., Santa Fe, N. M.

now-a-day-

'
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Attorney at Law.
New Mexico.
SanU Fe
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MAX. FROST,

.
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PROFESSIONAL CARDS

;

l,

JTJft,

pVir.
JEWELERY

CUT GLASS, CHINA AND SILVERWARE
141 Ban Franctaw Si Santa Fa. N

Eye. TesUd and
Oats Method

THURSDAY,

DECEMBER

tan Fran clico tftreet

Hera

Indian ana

in v

Ms
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Blanket, Basket, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work,
Opal, Turquole, Garnet and Other Gem.
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Beet of Everything In Our Line.
.

e

I am Sole Agent in this city for

"SCHWABS"
Celebrated Set Price Suits of

$10.00 $15.00 $20.00 25.00

1--

1-- 4

1-- 4

lot the town. The upper story will be
ONIONS SHOULD
Irpntprt tnr nfflca nurtifiooo
Thn nwn.
BE PLANTED EARLY! ers report that this far In advance

Beware of Frequent Cold.
A succession of colds or a protratc-ecold Is almost certain to end in
chronic catarrh, from which few persons ever wholly recover. Give every
cold the attention it deserves and you
may avoid this disagreeable disease.
How can you cure a cold? Why not try
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy? It is
highly reoemmended. Mrs. M. White
of Butler, Tenn., says: "Several years
ago I was bothered with my throat and
lungs. Someone told me of Chamber
lain's Cough Remedy. I began using
It and it relieved me at once. Now
my throat and lungs are sound and
well." For sale by all druggists.
d

every room has been leased.
General Reld of the firm of Pace and
Better Results Can Be Secured if
Reid, proprietors of the Lobby saThis is Done as Has Been Demonloon, suffered a slight stroke of paralystrated By .Experience.
sis yesterday.
lne u- - A- - Bolluiore Lumber Corn- Under the heading of Press Bulle- tin No. 103, Professor Fabian Garcia, pany has nearly completed the lnstal-o- f
ot ,8 'ard at this place. The
the New Mexico College of
culture and Mechanic Arts, has just company occupies over a halt block
"u ia uhu ui me mum re
issued a ouuctin on eany versus iatei"1
planting of onions. As the bulletin tensive in the territory. The Bell- is of Interest to agriculturists
the more company has a string of yards
New Mexican reprints It for
their extending Into Oklahoma towns.
Invitations have been received by
benefit. It reads as follows:
In Station Bulletin No. 52 it is re- friends In this city to the marriage of
Dr. Clarence Kluttz, a pioneer practiported that better results can be
from onions transplanted as tioner of this city, and Miss Josephine
early as possible in the spring. Very Branch. The wedding will occur at
satisfactory results have been ob Salesbury, North Carolina, on Decemtained irom onions transplanted as ber ISth.
J. M. Collison, formerly proprietor
late as the 15th of March,
while
those transplanted after April 1st of the Tucumcari hotel, has leased the
have always produced smaller and Antlers House, corner of Smith and
inferior crops. The writer has often Adams street. The new hotel is modreceived letters from onion growers in ern and has thirty guest rooms.
different parts of the Territory comWHO USES HYOMEI?
plaining that the greater per cent of
their onions produced scullions. The
reason for this has been, in most cases The Best People in Santa Fe Say the
Ireland's Pharmacy Guaranteed In
the very late planting of the onions.
Catarrhal Troubles.
The early planted onions at the station usually mature from the last of
No other remedy or treatment for
July to the first of September, depending upon the variety. Onions rip- catarrh has ever been as popular or
ening at this time do not sell as well made so many remarkable cures in
as later in the season. If onions could Santa Fe as Hyomei.
The best people attest Its curative
be planted late enough In the season
so that they would ripen a heavy crop virtues, say the the Ireland's Pharma
of good bulbs about the last of Oc cy who are the local agents. The fair
8ol(J. t0
tober, they could be disposed of to'way in whlch Hyomei
l" money unless u gave sails- m.nn J1
bfittpr ndvantniro .mrf In l.irp-titles. Therefore, in order to settle fatcoln- - was the best l)roof when u
this particular point the Department wa8 lntrorluced that u Possessed un- of Horticulture conducted a "Time of usual curative powers. The Ireland's
Seeding Test" during the past season. Pharmacy took all the risk of the
Fourteen
of an acre plats were treatment giving satisfaction, and left
it to the purchasers to be the judge.
off
laid
February 1, 1907, to be seed
Later, when Hyomei was used and
ed once every fifteen days. The first
recommended
phyby our
plat was seeded February first, while
the last one was seeded August 14, sicians and business men and their
wives a3 a treatment that absolutely
1907.
The variety used for the test was rnrpfl rntnrrh nn niattai. Hnw cHniiD
ror long standing, the sales rarddlv
the Brown Australian, which is
small growing kind but a good keeper. grew and today there Is no other remwhile the plats were planted at dif edy in The Ireland's Pharmacy stock
ferent times it was very Interesting that has such a large and staple sale.
The first breath of Hyomei's healinp
to note that all of those that ripened
a crop matured about the same time air kills all catarrhal poison.
Try Hyomei today on The Ireland's
and these were harvested on September 10th, 1907. The early plats pro- Pharmacy offer to refund the money
duced good sound bulbs; the medium if the treatment does not give you
late produced only a few bulbs and a satisfaction.
great many scullions; while the very
"BOOTH'S PKtSH OYSTERS."
late planting produced nothing but
Black Bass, Lake Trout, Perch,
scullions.
Silver Herring, Bullheads,
A better idea can be had of this test Salmon,
from the following table which gives Frog's Legs, Lake Trout, Lobsters and
the yield per plat and the date of Shrimp can be found only at the Bon
Ton Restaurant, where they can cook
planting:
to your taste.
Date
Sound Bulbs
Scullions Just
Feb. 1.... 129J,- pounds
6 pounds
For That Dull Feeling Atfer Eeating.
Feb. .15...
94 pounds
7 pounds
I have used Chamberlain's Stomach
March 1.
55
pounds 13 pounds
and Liver Tablets for some time and
13
March 15.
15
pounds
pounds can
testify that they have done me
7
April 1....
pounds 18 pounds
more
good than any tablets I have ev5
April 15...
pounds 15 pounds
er
used.
My trouble was a heavy dull
4 pounds
May 1.,..
after
feeling
eating David Freeman,
4 pounds
May 15...
Kempt, Nova Scotia. These tablets
June 3....
The other five plats were practical- strengthen the stomach and improve
ly failures and were not even har- the digestion. They ai6o regulate the
vested. From these results at the Uver and bowels. They are far superstation It would seem that the later ior to pills but cost no more. Get a
onions are planted the smaller and free sample at all druggists and see
raedlclnj It Is. For
more Inferior the crop. It Is quite what a splendid
sale by all druggists.
evident that under our
Agrl-,Iatlo-

Sole agent for "Crossetts" Men's
Please call and convince yourself. No

ADOLPH SELIGM AN
1

ElLMUSICCi
9

!

OF DENVER, SAY:

well-know-

'We will sacrifice the profits on 30 Fine Pianos
to readers of this paper as per offer below"

A most unusual offer from trie West's greatest and longest

m

established music house'
if

0 Interest to Every

n

d

OVER THE FOOT BOARD.
After using Dr. Lauritzen'a Health
Table Malt for a few weeks, you will
awake in the morning with a feeling
that will almost Induce you to Jump
ever the foot board with dellghi it
tones up the entire system.
H. 8. KAUNE & CO.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS, Phone 3a

Publio Speaker Interrupted.
Public speakers are frequently interrupted by people coughing. This
would not happen If Foley's Honey
and Tar were taken.as it cures coughs
The New Mexican Printing Com
colds and prevents pneumonia and any Is headquarters for engraved
consumption. The genuine contains no cards de vlste in New Mexico. Get
opiates and is in a yellow package. our work dine here and you will be
Sold by The I3reland Pharmacy.
pleased In pvery particular.

Fit and wear guaranteed.
Shoes, "Beet on Earth."
trouble to show goods.

NEW MEXICAN. SANTA FE. N. M,

fie. 18199.
Notice For Publication.
Department of the Interior.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
November 28, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Jose
Labadle of Santa Fe, N. M., has filed
notice of his Intention to make final
Ave year proof In support of his claim
via: Homestead
Entry No. 10199.
made Nov. 3, 1906, for the B 4 SW
NW
SW
NW
SW
section 12, township 17N, range 10B,
and the said proof will be made before
Register and receiver at Santa Fe, N.
M., on Dec. 18, 1907.
He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon,
and cultivation of land, viz:,
Martinez,
Simon Vigil, Candelarlo
Prudenclo Garcia, Ramon Armljo, all
of Santa Fe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

F. ilpiegelfeerg- 157

m

UUSTA

12, 1907.

Home

Without a Piano

conditions

onions cannot be depended upon to
mature good and heavy crops late in

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connection maae with Automobile
Line at Torrance for Roswell dally.
Automobile leaves Torrance for RosGood Cough Medicine For Children
well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
The season for coughs and colds Is at 12 noon. Automobile leaves Roe-wenow at hand and too much care canfor Torrance at 1 p. m., and arnot be used to protetc the children. rives
at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare
A child is much more likely to conbetween Santa Fe and Torrance Is
tract diphtheria or scarlet fever when ?5.80 and between Torrance and Roshe has a cold. The quicker you cure well $10. Reserve seats oi automohis cold the less the risk. Chamber- bile
by wire.
lain's Cough Remedy is the sole reJ. W. STOCKARD,
liance of many mothers and few of
Manager Automobile Line.
those who have tried It are willing to
use any other. Mrs. F. F. Starcher, of
There is nothing better offered the
Ripley, W. Va says: "I have never public today for stomach troubles,
used anything other than Chamberdyspepsia,
indigestion, etc., than
lain's Cough Remedy for my children KODOL. This Is a scientific preparaand it has always given good satisfac- tion of natural dlgestants combined
tion." This remedy contains no opium with vegetable acids and it contains
or other naroctic and may be given as the same Juices found In every healthy
confidently to a child as to an adult. stomach.
KODOL is guaranted to
For sale by all druggist;,.
give relief. It is pleasant to take; it
will make you feel fine by digesting
what you eat. Sold by The Ireland
TUCUMCARI HAS
Pharmacy.

the

fall.

ll

Unlike most Special Piano Offers the instrument concerned is not one of which the buying public knows nothing. On the
other hand, the Schacffer Piano has been before the public for the past quarter of a century and as early as 1678 the sterling
comqualities of the instrument won for the manufacturer the distinction of the only Hosorable Mention among numerous
been
have
Pianos
Schaeffer
purchased
petitors at the great International Exposition at Paris." Since then, more than 85,000
by discriminating buyers. IT IS GUARANTEED FOR TEN YEARS. It is such a Piano we would not hesitate to recommend to our friends or anyone desiring a really artistic instrument. It is the biggest value on the market at the regular
prices $850 up. But.

TO THE FIRST 30 PERSONS
6
Sending us the coupon below we are going to make a Special Introductory Offer on as many pianos. There are styles,
but as this offer is for Introductory Purposes only, our desire beirig to get the Schacffer Piano as firmly established m the
Southwest as it is in other sections of the country, we are not going to sell more than one each of these styles in any single
locality, so that this necessarily limits the very best selections to the first ones sending us the coupon. The price of the
Schaeffer Piano, owiDg to superior manufacturirg facilities and large output, runs as low as $350. but during the life of this
e
offer; we will make the different styles to persons answering this adv. at the lowest figure at which a truly high-gradpiano has ever been soldin this slate, erd in addition, we will quote excefticrslity easy tciir.s of pajrrcnt if the
customer desires to purchase in this way.

;

S

NEARLY 3,000 PEOPLE

Remember that you are dealing with "The Largest Music Concern in the West" and that our promises are backed by
by a reputation covering 33. years nnd sufficient capital to gvaran ee their being fulfilled absolutlev. Andus also
the
that this is not a " cheap" piano offer, but an unusual opportunity to get a good, guaranteed piano "cheap." But send
coupon today and let us get the details to you, so you can decide for y6urself.

Fill

THE

out and cTVlail to us.

in--Cut

KNIGHT-CAMPBEL-

pre-show-

MUSIC CO.

L

(The Largest Music Concern in the West)
The entire building at
California St., Denver.
Gentlemen: Please send me, charges prepaid, details of
your Introductory Offer concerning the Schaeffer Piano as advertised in the Santa Fe Nlw Mexican.
'
v
1625-27-29-

-81

Very truly yours,

"BOOTH'S OYSTERS."
The
very finest In the land hare
Quay County Capital Rapidly Coming
Just been received at the Bon Ton
to Front Banks Able to Cash
Restaurant. These are the very first
All Checks.
of the season and can be found only
at this place where they are
Tucumcari, N. M., Dec. 12. Dr. H.
A trial will convince,
D. Nichols, has leased the suite of In everything.
six rooms on the second floor of the you.
new Hancock building, Dr. Nichols,
who is surgeon for the Rock Island
Danger in Asking Advice.
and El Paso, and Southwestern railWhen you have a cough or cold do
roads, will have excellent facilities in not ask someone what is srood for it.
his new office, including an operating as there is danger of taking some un
room,
known preparation. Folye's
Honey
The school census of Quay county and Tar cures coughs colds and
s
an enumeration of 4,156 chil-- J vents pneumonia. The' genuine Is In a
dren of school age. Milnor Rudolph, yellow package. Refuse substitutes,
the county superintendent, has recent-- 1 For sale by the Ireland Pharmacy.
ly maae an apportionment ot tnei
school funds which amounted to 71
The New Mexican Printing Com
cents per pupil.
Tho First National Rank nf thin Ht.V pany has ready and for sale
correct
of
and
the
date
compilations
had on hand at thn heelnnlne of the
financial depression $127,000 in cash, I territorial incorporation laws, price
the amount of deposits being $360.000. 75 eenrts' of the territorial road lawB,
The Tucumcari banks have not need- - P"ce ov ceni8' ttna UI inB mranK
ed to issue certificates but have been mining laws, price 50 cents per copy.
These can be purchased by applying
able to cash all checks."
A census just completed here shows In person or by mail at the office of
a population In the original town lim- the company.
its of 2,500. The new addition will
For Ecxema, Tetter and Salt Rheum.
bring the population up to 3,000.
The Intense Itching, characteristic
The foundation of the new building
for the Tucumcari Trust and Savings of these ailments is almoBt Instantly
Bank Is being laid. The new build- - allayed by Chamberlain's Salve. Many
ing will occupy a quarter of a block j severe cases have been cured by it.
on the corner of the two main streets For sale by all druggists.

I
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GREAT INVENTORY SALE.

Established 1856

PERSONAL MENTION
L. E. Disque, a real estate dealer
of Wlllard, was a business visitor today In the Capital.

Jose Vlerra, a farmer at La

1

1

3iVv

Clene- -

'XC

'S

Seligman Bros

I ag& is Health. Ujre
BALLARDS
HOREHOUMD

1

iv

Wholesale and Retail

B
ga, was In the city yesterday, regis- fixes'' (''--tered at the Normandie.
Lyttleton Lewis, a rancher on the
upper Pecos, Is a visitor In Santa Fe,
and Is registered at th Coronado.
C. E. Garrett and C. F. Garrett,
were In the city yesterday and today
from Morlarty, near which place they fa
nave homestead claims.
Hon. J. M. Freeman, attorney of
Greeley, Colorado, who has landed in
terests In New Mexico, Is In the city
on business and a guest at the Palace.
J. M. Horn, who hdl been residing
'
for several months past afEstancla,
arrived In the city last evening, acAnd you ylH have health.
companied by his young son Frank.
Great caro should be taken of
Ellas Clark, merchant and postmas
ones health and Ba!!ard's
ter at Alcalde, was an arrival last
liorehound
Syrup vrill euro
Irj
In
He
Fe.
Santa
came
here
evening
on business and Is a guest at the
COUGHS, COLDS, CROUP,
AND
ALL
BRONCHITIS
Palace hotel.
PULMOiSARY DISEASES.
Encarnaclon Salazar and Juan Tru-jillMrs.- J. II. McNeil, Bait
of Pojoaque, school directors of
Lake City, Utah, writes: "I
School District No. 1, are In town on
am eighty years old and I
school business with County Superf.hn.nlr
Hvnm fnr
intendent John V. Conway.
me of coughs
cured
having
George H. Van Stone, manager of
colds and other like diseases."
the Hughes Mercantile company's
Three SIze3 25c, 50c and 1.00.
store at Estancia, arrived In the city
last evening on one of his periodical
Ballard Snow Linfment Co.
business trips to the Capital.
Frank Bond of Espanola, returned
ST. LOUIS, MO.,
to his home today after several days
spent in the city. He wa3 one of three

mm
1

Incorporated 1903

SYRUP

Do

your Christ mas

S hopping NOW

EARLY AnTaVOID

WJIVIE

,

Co

'

7
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First of the year is Inventory time, and it is our time for
ducing stock. We are going to ride over profits, rough shod, and
we clean out everything in the way of winter wearables before
.
We shall
we commence stock taking. We want no
Here is
broomss.
make
will
Our
best
the
clean house.
prices
a chance to save, from 20 to 30 per cent on your money, and this
will last all this month. You can make no investment that will
pay such a handsome dividend, as to buy your goods in anything you need, in Ladies, Gents' and children furnishing goods
of Salmon inventory sale.
better?
It is a glorious opportunity, where can you'-dLook at our prices nd you will be convinced. The thing with us
is to turn our winter stock into cash.
Remember that we always carried the largest line of toys in
the city, and this season it will bo twice more.
We will guarantee to give you eastern prices on every toy purchased in our store. We will have them on display in a few
re-

carry-overs-

o

days.

NATHAN SALMON.
TflR

nuni

ANT) MOST

flP.Tfl.DATR

HOUSE IN THE CITY

MY G00LS

THE RUSH

I

candidates initiated into Santa Fe
Sold and Recommended by
Chapter No. 1, Royal Arch Masons.
FISCHER DRUG STORE.
of Estancia,
Angus McGlllivray,
who is engaged extensively In the
sheep raising business in the valley,
arrived last evening In Santa Fe. He ORATORICAL CONTEST
will be here for several days and is
AT HIGH SCHOOL
a guest at the Claire.
John Pflueger and C. A. Babb, of Winner to Participate in Interscholas
Lamy, returned to the junction this
tic Event at Meeting of Educamorning after being here over night,
tional Association.
Tney came here last evening for the
purpose of being Initiated into Santa
"The Founding of a City," "The
Fe Chapter, No. 1, Royal Arch Ma Panama Canal,"
"Japan," "Statehood,"
sons.
"The Education of .a Woman," "Self
Mrs David M. White left this fore- Reliance,"
"Ideals," these are the sub'
noon for Council Bluffs, Iowa, going Jects which have been selected
by
thither with the body of her mother, the participants in the oratorical co
Mrs. Mary E. Poole whose mortal re test which will be held tomorrow evemains will be buried in that city. Mrs, ning at the
High School hall. The
White will be accompanied as far as program will be
interspersed with
Denver by her husband.
music by the High School Glee club
Robert Pooler and Samuel Rising, and orchestra.
who were arraigned yesterday afterAn Interscholastic
Oratorical As
noon in chambers before Judge John sociation has been
organized among
R. McFie on charges of having Bold the high schools of New Mexico, which
liquor to Indians, returned today to has annual meetings In connection
Taos, where the former is proprietor with the convention or the New Mexof a saloon and the latter is employed ico Educational Association,
which
as bartender.
will be held in this city December
Rev. Adraln Rabeyrolle, who has
All territorial oratorical contests
been transferred from the pastorate will be held on the evening of Decemof the Guadalupe church in this city ber 27.
to the Church of the Immaculate ConThree judges were selected last
cection at Las Vegas, expects to week who have examined the written
leave early next week to assume orations and graded them on
thought
charge of his new parish In the Mead- and composition.
These markings
ow City.
have been sealed and wid not be
Charles E. Burton, superintendent opened until tomorrow night. Three
,of the U. S. Indian School at Grand other judges have been chosen to
Junction, Colorado, arrived in the judge on delivery. At the close of
city last evening and this forenoon the contest the markings of all six
left for Taos. He Is going to the judges will be compared to determine
Taos pueblo for the purpose of secur- who Is entitled to first and second
ing Indian pupils for the institution honors. A beautiful gold medal will
of which he has charge.
be presented to the winner of the first
William C. Barnes, grazing inspec- prize and a fine silver medal to the
tor in New Mexico and Arizona, who second.
To meet the expenses and to help
recently left the territory for Washington, D. C, has been made acting swell the library fund an admission
chief in the office of control, branch will be charged of 25 cents for adults
of grazing, in the Department of Agil and 10 cents for children. It is
culture, at the National Capital. Mr, hoped a good audience will greet the
Barnes will remain in Washington un young orators and musicians.
til the first of May. He was iormerly
secretary of the Cattle Sanitary Board
of the territory and made his home THEATREGOERS
in Las Vegas.
PROMISED A TREAT

Santa Glaus will make his
quarters with us as usual.

Complete lines in every Department and prices to suit all.
For Half a Century the Leading
'Phone 36

t CHHLES

17PPLE"M
CAKLOAD FKOM THE
HOME OF THE BIG

RED APPLE

nei

U

15

i;

(Continued On Page Eight.)
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BOARD OF TRADE
MEETING TOMORROW
Last Session of Year Will

Be Held
Evening Every Citizen
Should Attend.
The regular monthly meeting of the
Santa Fe Board of Trade and the last
one of' the year, will be held tomor
row evening. This is the only organ
ization of the business men of the
city for local Improvement and pro
gress, and every one with an atom of
public spirit ought to attend and do
his part. There are a score of things
that could be accomplished if every
one would take hold with vigor. That
more Is not done Is not the fault of
those who attend but of- those who
stay away.
In many towns every business man,
every property owner and every citi
zen of intelligence, joins in the work
of progress.
Unfortunately in Santa
Fe there is too little of this public
spirit. Two of the largest property
owners In town do not even belong
to the board. They are willing to
have a dozen men meet and labor to
advance the city and increase the
value of land, but those most benefited sit down by a fire and read a
paper, and do not even assist by
their presence. This is all wrong.
These are active times in New
Mexico. Santa Fe ought to, be in the
lead. Let every man who has any interest In the city, in Its prosperity,
Its attractions, and its progress attend
tomorrow evening, join the board If
he is not a member already, and redouble his efforts if he is active al'
'
ready.

Friday

WINTER GROCERY COMPANY.
Southeast Corner

Plaza, Santa

Fe.

Telephone

No. . 40.

PURE FOOD WHISKEY

Next Attraction of Elks'
Lyceum
Course Will Be Wilbur Starr
Concert Company.

The next attraction of the Elks'
Lyceum course will be the Wilbur
Starr Concert Company at the opera
house on Wednesday evening, Decern'
ber 18. Thla company embraces four
artists of note, namely, Wilbur Starr,
baritone and Impersonator; Alget An
ker, violinist; Miss Irene Doaus, con
tralto; Mrs. Wilbur Starr, cellist and
accompanist.
The local lodge of Elks has gone
to much expense to secure this splen
did company and hopes the concert
will be well patronized. The company
comes highly recommended and a first
class concert is guaranteed.

Oui goods having been bought
in bond-T- he
Pure Food Laws,
have not changed any of our
labels.

Phone No.

j
I

94.

"THE CLUB."

THYE
A bottle of
HENRIONS' TAR EXPECTORANT

For Coughs and Colds
Sold and Guaranteed by

The Ireland Pharmacy
41

'

MOVING

and

41

A SPEHALTYS
300--

8

San Francisco

Night

Oall

St 'Phone 10
'Phono No 1

When You Want to Buy,
Sell or Exchange

HOUSEHOLD GOODS

Keep Busy Until You Find

price $3.oo.

J

D. S. LOWITZKI

Goods Sold on Easy Payments.

Large Stock

of Picture Moulding,

'

c

wBUCK-DIAM0ND- w

HOT BLAST COAL HEATERS
Absolutely

Airtight

Massive
Rotary Crusher
Grate

Will Keep Fire
Twenty-fou-

r

Hours

lire Bowl

Triangular
Grate Bars

Others,

The Most
Obstinate'
Clinkers Can
Be Removed

Will Not

in a

Warp

Few Seconds,

Twice
As Heavy As

Automobile

Paris

eir-tish-

Race

Irene

Song.

t,

"BlacK Diamond" Heater is better made, Ie morsj
will last longer and can be Operated at lea

ezpenae than any other heater on the market 4 4 0

1907.

PMCE, WITHIN REACH OF ALL'

PICTURES.
Swedish Sports

MOVING
A

Pressing Letter.

The New Mexican Printing Com
pany U prepared to furnish cardi de Change of Programme Monday and
visits for ladles or rcntlemen on
Thursday.
. 10c
.
"Notice, in first class style at Admission
20o
reaBOMuuL." prices, either engfared ori Reserved 8eats
printed. Cell on the New Mexican , Doors open at 7 o'clock; Performances
at 7:30 and 8:30 O'clock.
Printing

Comity

Book and

undertaking;

Th

.....................

................

Phone

WACW

PICTURES:

Pirates Treasure
Old Apple Tree

......

25 and 50 cents
Phone

Every Evening and Wednesday
Saturday Matinees.

219.

embalming and

Mexi-

OPERA HOUSE

the City.
P 0. B.

Iron and Brass Beds, Rattan Goods, Kitchen Cabinets,
Corner Stands, wardrobes, desks and imported goods.

,

Subscribe for the Dally New
can and eet the news.

Dry Goods House of

umitiire Company.

26-2-

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE DAILY NEW MEXICAN.

head-

Ha dTae Company

i

DECEMBER

THURSDAY,

FE NEW MEXICAN. SANTA FE, N.M.

12, 1907.

j

1

v 'desired element called style.

3

You recognize it when you see it, and
is thai a suit
you often wonder why it
made by one tailor has so much more
same style
snap and tone about it than the
suit made by another tailor

year.
The finest line of ladies' shopping
bags ever shown in the city are to be
found at Fischer Drug Co.
Manager A. M. Dettlebach of the
opera house gave a special matinee
this afternoon at the request of St.
Michael's College, in order to give
the boys of that institution a chance
to see the dance of "Salome." A
large crowd attended the performance.
Denison's full line of Holly wrapping paper, tags, seals, coin boxes, In
fact everything to make your Xmas.
packages attractive at Fischer Drug

SANTA FE HABERDASHERY.

Let us take your measure today

and if the garments are not in everyway
to your liking we don't wart you to
isn't it?
accept them. That's fair,

,

ED. EHLE,
Men's Outfitter.

Co.

4 Per Cent on Time Deposits
ON CERTIFICATES

(Continued on Page Eight.)

,

,

OF DEPOSIT A ND SAVINGS ACCOUNT8.

MARKET REPORT,
CL08INQ MARKET REPORT.
Atchison 71
pfd. Bo
New York Central 94

Place your account with us NOW,
and when, a little later on, you may
want to borrow money for any pur
u ampoie whatsoever, you will find
accommodate
to
ply able and disposed
you on th very best terms and rate
obtainable anywhere.

1--

Pennsylvania 112
Southern Pacitic

vaultt
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FOR

US

GIFTS

Handsome Veil, Neck Drape, a fine
Hat, Ostrich Plumes, Pretty Hand
Bag, Collars, Kid Gloves, Dolls, Felt
Hats, Back and Side Combs. Some
pieces of stamped linen and material to work It or a Birthday Pillow
Top, or other fancy work.
MISS. A. MUGLER,

J

--

--I

3--

5-- 8

ME

3

SCO.

LIVERY STABLE
WE
FINE RIGS. REUABLE JORSES. SINGLE

HAVE

A Car of San Juan
Count, New Mexico

BUGGIES, SURRIES. HACKS.

NO. 9

CALL UP 'PHONE

When in Need of 'Anything in the Livery
Line. Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.

m III
F

None Wormy

or Affected

HIT THE RIGHT PEED

when you strike this establishmeent
we handle nothing but
FRIST-CLAS-

....

IT
a.

'

v

s

Those who have dealt with us don't
have to be told how excellent our specialties are: And those who don't
know our flour and feed are losing
something every day they remain unIf you are one of these
acquainted.
you should give us a trial order at
once.

Sole Agency For
INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.

HERSCH

Wholesale atm Retail Dealers in
FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN, POTATOES, SALT AND SEEDS.
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE, NEW MEX.,

PRICES

REASONABLE

We have the following

,

Hunter wine Sap.
Rome Beauty,
Walbrage and
Ben Davis

CHRISTMAS GOODS
8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

rated

Deco-

Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
China,

Goods.

a. apaz

njC,

-

'v

"

MANUFACTURER

JEWELER

ARE BOUND OVER
TO GRAND JURY
After hearing testimony yesterday
afternoon at the preliminary hearing
in the cases against Bert Pooler and
Sam Rising, Taos saloon keeper and
bartender, who are charged with hav
ing sold liquor to Indians, Judge oohn
R. McFie bound the defendants over
to await the action of the grand Jury
)f Taos county. Bail was fixed joint
y at $1,000 which was promptly fur
nished. Two Indians who were sum
noned as witnesses testified to hav
ing purchased whiskey at the saloon.

Every Yomad

shaving himself get him one of our
excellent Sweedish razor, or a beautiful Ever Ready, Keen
Kutter or Gillette Safety Razors, a fine swivel Porpoise hide
strop, or Badger brush.
DOCS he enjoy fine cutlery get him one6f our beautiful carv'ng sets, desk knives, or unequalled pocket knives.

Does he enjoy

Does he enjoy

day's outing We have a
complete lineof guns, from
the Hamilton for boys at

I

1

.

most complete line or excel- -

ZZ,

DOES HE ENJOY a quiet evening at home we have rocking and
easy
chairs that will cause him to bless your thoughfulness throughout the
year and make him truly a "hom body;" Reading Lamps, Tobacco
Jars, etc.
DOES HE ENJOY a well kept wardrobe we have cheffoniers,
wardrobes and dressers that will be a constant source of
pleasure.
In short DOES HE ENJOY any f THE THING that MEN or BOYS
USUALLY ENJOY if so you cannot make a mistake in
calling for we
can help you help yourself to a most suitable
present. We -- CAN
SAVE YOU MONEY. . .
,
, ?
w v ,t-.
iziw-s.-ftiv,-i.!
1.2
.
pnone no. 83.
Mall order olven prompt attention.

,,

EVERYTHING

lew:,

,-

"

IN

HARDWARE

lb vieaujre

jtantly.

AwyonrdraKfrlBtforlt.
M t R V R T.. accent DO
other, but send itmp for

H!u"f

In.

finable to Arties. MAKVEL CO.
!m Eait 84 SMst. NEW YORK.

New Mexico Military Institute.

KRICK
HENRY
Sol
for
Agent

LEMP'S ST. LOUIS BEER

SODA WATER,
Daolro.
Flavor
you

Any

Mall Order
Ordsrs Filled (or Any Amount.
will Receive Prompt Attention.

vesus.

SanU Fi, N. M.

To rest, recuperate, hunt, fish, breathe fresh, pure air, see mountain
scenery, get a change, live a new and fascinating life under new conditions,
And et food that needs no pure food law.
That's why you came west!
There is a beautiful little valley that nestles between the hlf "lest mountains of the Rockies on 1 le upper Pecos river; ideal altitude, 7,000 feet, and
swarm with trout
temperature Identical wlU Santa Fe. Its stream
filled
with
and small,
are
The
game
woods
and
large
the
ranges
and
ranchers live the life of the west. There are mountain Hon, bears, deer
and wolves for the hunter.' There are saddle ponies to be had for the
asking, rooms In a big, rambling ranch house with wide verandas, tent
rooms or a cabin If you want It, The days are never dull. Tou see a
great ranch eand the genuim western life. Fresh milk, butter and eggs-- all
you can drink and eat Sleep In blankets at night 'fish In your shirt
sleeves during the day. Tou couldn't spend more than $9 a week If you
tried. It the place you are looldrg for. Accommodations for both men
and women.
-

VALLEY RANCH,

foei

M. M.

u

RO SWELL, NEW MEXICO.
"The West Point of the Southwest."
Army Officer Detailed by War Department.. Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL
IN CLASS "A."
Thorough Academic course, preparing
young men for college or for business life.
Great amount of open air work. Healthiest
location of any Military School In the Union.
Located in the beautiful Pecos Valley the
garden spot of the Westat an elevation
of 3,700 feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during session.
Eleven fficers and Instructors, all graduates from standard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated,
lighted and modern In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; V.
G. Hamilton,
Vice President; J. Phelps
White, Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson, Secretary, and W. A. Flnlay.
For particulars and illustrated catalogue

WHY DID YOU COME WEST ?

Ingtfn

"fixing

It UUereBbeu auu iuuuiu uwtc
about U8 wonderful
MARVEL Whirling Spray
1 XlM Dew Vnelnal 5 J rime.

Moetezl

tddreir

Does he enjoy

up" things We have the

lent tools in the City and
can sort up a run, or partial,
toolbox th&t will delight his
heart and help his hand.
1.75, up to the powerful Winchester and Remington Automatics; scabbards, holsters, cartridge belts, hunting caps
and coats, and a full line of ammunition, cases and cleaning
rods. Skates, wagons, wheelbarrows, coasters, Irish Mail
Carts, ect., etc.
Does he enjoy a drive We have an elegant undercut
rubber tired runabout, several beautiful top buggies and a
tine light, double, canopy top, mountain wagon, all offered at
bargain prices.' Single and double driving harness, sad
dies, whips, robes, blankets, bridles, and spurs.

Phone 38.

on- -

a

k

'PHONE 26.

tfeli o

N," to.

thruout the year.

And All Kinds ol Mineral Waters.

5 CO.

R08A,

With ClIIRSTMAS but a little over threj
weks away its quite time that you considered
present to be give to HIM. Let ns suggest
useful presents this year. They cost no more
(usually much less) than the useless, fancy
things that disgust HIM and .that are shortly
put away in the closet or garrett. They con'
tinue a pleasant, loving reminder of the giver

i

CALL.

Jewelry Silverware,

m

varieties:

H. S, KAUfJE

Ap SEE FOR YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

$5.506. -

peepers

you winter supply

.1

-

$1.753.60; canners $1.252; stockers and feeders $2.504.io; calves $3
5.75; bulls $1.603.75.
Market
Sheep
Receipts 3,000:.
Yearlings $4.505; wethers
steady.
$4.304.60; ewes $3.754.25; lambs

Now is time to put in

:

...vW--

LEO

Good

FLOUR AND FEED.

ANTA

Useful Presents

S. E. of Plaza

Jf3.50-6.50-

1--

M.

M

SUI1ABLE

7--

7--

YIGAL ft.
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7--

YOU

OfflM, LAS

3--
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5--

3--
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Our Goods and Prices. We Can Supply you
0 Compare
Quicker and Better Than Far-of- f
Houses. Try Us.

Pork Jan. $12.85; May 13.271-2- .
Union Pacific 115
pfd. 79.
Lard
Jan. $7.90; May $6.95.
45
Copper
Ribs Jan. $6.95; May $7.1015.
Steel 27
pfd. 87.
LIVE STOCK
MONEYS AND METALS
Kansas City, Dec. 12. Cattle ReNew York, Dec. 12. Prime mercantile paper 7 8. Money on call firm ceipts 8,000. Market eteady to weak.
Southern steers $3.25(tp4.40; southern
412; ruling rate 12. 12.
Lead weak cows ?23.10; stockers and feeders
New York, Dec.
calves
3.654.75. Lake copper, weak 1314. ?34.75; bulls ?2.254.10;
western
steers $3.25
Silver 55
St. Louis, Dec. 12. Spelter, weak, 5.20; western cows $2.254.
"
Sheep
Market
Receipts 5,000.
$1.20.
lambs
steady. Muttons $4.255.10;
WOOL MARKET.
wethers
12.
$5.256.10;
Wool
Dec.
steady,
St. Louis,
$3.755; fed!
ewes $3 4.25.
and unchanged..
,
Chicago, Dec. 12. Cattle Receipts
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Market ten cents lower.
12.
Wheat Dec. 13,000.
Dec.
Chicago,
Beeves $3.156.25; cows $1.154.80;
93
May 100 4
Texans $33.75; calves $4.75()6.75;
Corn Dec. 54
May 56
Oats Dec. (old) 50 12; May old) westerns $3.104.75; stockers and
feeders $24.15.
5i
May (new) 52.
Market
Sheep
Receipts 2,000.
steady to ten cents lower. Western
$24.80; yearlings $4.605.35; lambs
$3.756.2u; western $3.756.15.
Omaha, Dec. 12. Cattle Receipts
H.
4,700. Market slow to shade lower;
western steers $34.60; Texas steers
$2.754.25; range cows and heifers

If you have valuable papers of any
kind, such as deeds, notes, Insurance
r
papers, etc., why not rent one of
where
your
boxes,
Deposit
Safety
papers will be safe In our fire-pro-

a

GROCERIES, HARDWARE, IMPLEMENTS, SADDLERY
CROCKERY, DRY GOODS, NOTIONS, BOOTS,
SHOES, HATS, MILLINERY, CLOTHING

1--

72

zy

Prepared to Fhi Small or Large Order for Anything in

1-- 2.

7--

II

ESS

There will be a meeting of the Santa Fe Board of Trade tomorrow night.
Every citizen interested in the wel
fare of the city should make it a
point to attend this meeting which
will be the last one of the present

the mere followgoods alone. It isn't in
on a fashion
a
ing of the outlines of figure
find it in the suits and
plate, but you will
overcoats which are made to measure by

if rw

U

a

LARGEST WHOLESALE HOUSE IN NEW MEXICO

Co.

It isn't in the quality of the

IjWRwii
sa ua u r? U
0
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Change of program at opera house
tonight.
Holiday goods to please everybody,
at Fischer Drug Co.
The next attraction under the aus- pices of the Elks' Lyceum course will
be the Wilbur Concert Company
which will appear at the opera house
on the evening of December 18.
Examine our holiday stock before
making your purchases. Fischer Drug

just what it is that
that much
-;mnirt8 tn Hrpss
pff-han- d

tell

A
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CITY TOPICS

SMINOR

??? Yotf cannot tell

PAGE FIVE

address,

i

"

i

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

"

Superintendent
CSSE55!5WWC353
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Kodaks and Photo Supplies

ART PICTURES AND FRAMING
We make a specialty of DEVELOPING, PRINTING and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Given Prom

Attention. Send for Catalogue.

(gpHOWLAND
r

610

A DEWEY

t. Brodwy,

COMPANY,
Los Angeles," Calif."-
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MEXICAI?, SANTA TE, H. iL

OTTO

LAME

HOTEL ARRIVALS

Santa Fe Central

THURSDAY,

Pail-wa- y

Palace.
Charles E. Burton. Grand Junction.

EVERY MORNING.

A Bad Back Is Always Worse In

the

Morning

MASONIC.
Montezuma Lodge, No.
F. & A. M. Regular communication first
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
R. H. HANNA. W. M.
1, A.
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ILAN R. McCORD, Sec'y.
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PASSENGER ASKS Si SCHEDULE
In Effect September 1, 1907.
No. 81

Auto

M.ay
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Friday.

Ex. Sun.
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tTom
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Raton
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4 00
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Mile.

No ,

Leaven
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RATON,

Arrive

N. M

12 15

85

p. m

A.

M.

Regu-

second

Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
;?
7:30 p. m.
8. SPITZ, H. P.
ARTHUR 8ELIGMAN, 8ecy.

if

Sant Fe Commandery No.
1, K. T. Regular conclave
second Saturday in each
month at Masonic Ha!!
C. J. C RANDALL, E. C.

7:30 p. m.
H. F. STEPHENS,

Recorder.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
degree, Ancient and Accepted
ecottlsh Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Saturday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Halting Scottish Rite Masons are
invited to attend.
14th

cor-fllall-

y

CHARLES A. WHEELON, 32,
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. 8TEPHEN8, 14, Sec. .
I. O. O. F.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2. I. O. O. F.,
meets every Thursday evening in Odd
Fellows' Hall, San Francisco Street
Visiting brothers welcome.
MAX KALTER, N. O.
LEO HERSCH, V. O.
OAVID L. MILLER, 8ec'y.
B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 460, B. P. O. B.,
holds its regular session on the second
Kennedy's Laxative oougn Syrup and fourth Wednesdays of each month.
causes a free yet gentle action of the Visiting brothers are Invited and welbowels through which cold is forced come.
R. H. HANNA, E. R.
out of the system. Contains no opiates
J. D. 8ENA, Sec'y.
nor narcotics. Sold by 'ine Ireland
Pharmacy.
FRATERNAL UNION.
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p. m.

t 2? S'
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lar convocation

1,

To-pek- a

Tor-rane-

12, 1907.

SOCIETIES.

FRATERNAL

Santa Fe People Are
Finding Relief.
A back that aches all day and
Colorado; Charles F. Wades, Albu
querque; ueorge iii. nscner, Milwau- causes discomfort at night is usually
kee: Ellas Clark. Alcalde: J. M. Free worse in the morning.
Makes you
man, Greeley, Colorado;
George H. feel as If you hadn't slept at all.
TIluCE
Van Stone, Estancia; John 8. Hushby,
Can't cure a bad back until you
Denver.
cure the kidneys. Doan's Kidney Pills
AuguBt 11, 1907.
Effective Sunday,
Claire.
cure Blck kidneys make you feel bet
Fred C. O'Brien. San Pedro: A. G. ter, work better, rest better and sleep
Bound
North
Bouud
South
Pollock, Albuquerque; L. E. Dlsque, better.
Stations.
lltl No a
No 1 Ml
Wlllard; L. Lewkowltz, Denver; W. S.
Permanent cures In Santa Fe prove
Wisswath, Alamosa; C. A. Babb, John the merit of Doan's.
T,00O 5 28 p
1 40 PI
Lve....SnutaF...Arr 6.0501
4 2a p
"
2 42 pi
Pfluecer. Lamy; J. R. Rosthethwalt,
Kennedy....
Trlblo Rodrlaues. living at 110
6,370 3 36 p
"
8 38 p
Stanley ...
00
Michigan; Martin T. Bar- - Johnson Street. Santa Fe. N. M.. says:
3
Kalamazoo,
6,250!
" .... .Morlartv ,,.
p
4 9p
6,175 2 35 p
"
Maintain...
4 29 p;
cenas, Albuquerque; Angus McGlllIv-rav- . Prior to taking Doan's Kidney Pills
8,140 2 13 p
"
0 49 p
Estancla....
12
Estancla: A. J. Belersdorf, and which I procured at Ireland's Phar-- '
41
p
Wlllard....
ti 19 p
St. macy I suffered off and on for several
7 50 p
Arr .... Torrano .. Lve 6 475 11 15 a
wife, Chicago; A. D. Mulford,
months with backache and pains I
Joseph, Missouri.
Normandle.
across my loins. Mornings when
Freight, Passenger and Steamship
I,
business.
Erlck Nelson, Denver; N. Edmonds," wouia attempt to work my hack so diswire.
secured
by
Pullman berth
Raton; Miss Ruth Shields, Durango; tressed me that often I would have
At Santa Fe, with
Connections:
Grleeo Padllla. Gallsteo; C. E. Gnrrett, to sit down to obtain relief. Finally
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, and
C. F. Garrett, Morlarty; W. B. Harner, the pain became so constant that I
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe RailHarper, Kansas; Jack Jones, San Pe- was not a moment without it. I beean
with
Atchison,
C. M.
At
Kennedy,
way.
dro; Guy Stacey, Stanley;
using Doan's Kidney Pills and in a
At
& Santa Fe Railway.
Miss
Amonit,
snort time was entirely cured."
Josephine
Raton;
Sharp,
with Kl Paso & Southwestern
if or sale toy all dealers.
Eatancla: Colonel Smalley and wife,
Price 60
Foster-Milbur- n
fry stem.
Co.. Buffalo.
Pueblo; Linnie Smith, Newkirk, Okla cents.
t. I. GRIMSMAWi
homa; A. S. Pearson, Portales; F. J. New York, sole agents for the United
General Freight and Passsngsr Aert
Thelmer, Anlceto Cruz, Trinidad; Jose States.
Remember the name Doan's and
Vlerra, Clenega.
Coronado.
take no other.
Macarlo Torres, R. Mlrabal, Wlllard: J. M. Horn, Frank Horn, Estan
HOT TAMALE8.
Hot Tamalea. Chile Verde. Chile
cia; Lyttleton Lewis, Pecos.
Colorado, Pozole with Cuerltos, Me- When the Stomach. Heart, or Kid nudo and Chicken Teraolo are among
ney nerves get weak, then these or the Mexican and Spanish dishes which
"
are being served nightly at the
gans always fail. Don't drug the
date
short
order
The
Bon
or
Ton
house,
stomach, nor stimulate the heart
kldnevs. That is simply a makeshift, Restaurant.
Get a prescription known to Drug
Orlno Laxatlva Fruit Syrup the new
gists everywhere as Dr. Snoops Restorative. The Restorative is prepared Laxative, stimulates, bul does not Irfor these weak Inside ritate. It L the beet Laxative. Guaran
expressly
nerves. .Strengthen these nerves teed or your money back. Sold by
build them up with Dr. Shoop's Rest- The Ireland Pharmacy.
orativetablets or liquid and see how
The seals and record books for noquickly help will come. Free sample
test sent on request by Dr. Shoop, Ra- taries public for sale by the New Mexican Printing Company at very reasoncine, Wis. Your health Is surely worth
this simple test. Sold by all dealers. able rates. Seals for incorporated
companies are also handled. Call at
MNn
No. 2
or address tb New Mexican Printing
Wednesday. TUCUMCARI WOOL
Dully
Dftll,
Company, San., Fe. New Mexico.
Ex. bun.
Friday
-8COURING MILLS SOLD.

Company

DECEMBER

r

Albuquerque, N. M., Dec. 12. The
wool scouring
mill,
Albuquerque
which last year handled more than
pur6,500,000 pounds of wool, has
chased the entire plant o4 the Tucum-car- l
Ar
8 30p.m.
9 35 a' m'
m'.
CIMAKBON
2 40P:m.
J0 20 a,m. ......
4,
wool scouring mills, which is
unog
:.""&
JS:
"S85.S:ni
iutb park
g,
now being transferred here. It will
N.
Keep your tmsmess ever before the
'" "
double the present capacity, of the lo- public
In your home
by
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 259, Fraternal
cal plant, and will make Albuquerque paper. A advertising
Horn
TuaVl
advertiser
has Union of America. Regular meeting
good
STATIONS
always
of
wool
centers
one of the leading
success In any honest enterprise.
De.
Saturday
rst and third Mondays in each month
Thursday
Moines
the west.
Saturday
at 8 o'clock p. m Odd Fellows' Hall,
Arrive
DKS MOINES, N. M
iToiTa m
0
Leave
Take DeWitt's Kidney and Bladder San Francisco Street Visiting Pratl22?a,m
:::::::::::::.
2.
Pills;
:::::
they are for weak back, inflam- ers welcome.
Mlllons of bottles of Foley's Honey
: ::
mation
of the bladder, backache and
::::::::::::::
82:2:
M. E. ORTIZ, Fraternal Master.
:::::::::::::
sold
without
have
been
Tar
:
any
and
::::":::::::::::::::c5im:::::r::::::::::::::::
weak
Sold by The Ireland GREGORIO RAEL, Treat.
kidneys.
Leave
JUNCTION
2228-;
42
CLIFTON HOUSE
Arrive)
150 b'
person ever having experienced any
:::::::::::::: other than beneficial results from Its Pharmacy.
S:
DAVID GONZALES, Soo'y.
V7:E:
49
use for coughs, colds and lung trouN. M at 6:10 p. m.
bles. This Is because the genuine Fof Connect with Kl Paso A Southwestern Ry. train 124, arriving in Dawion,
10:05 a. a
I Connect! with El Paso A Southwestern Ry. train 125, leaving Dawson, N. M. at
ley's Honey and Tar In the yellow
.
HI .
! .
m
J 01II.. Li
Connect with titage to and irora raosana numoeiinwwo,
package contains no opiates or other
& 8. w
harmful drugs. Guard your health by
Track connection with A. T. & S. F Rv., at Raton and Preston, with C. & S. Ry. at Des Molnea, and E. r.
refusing any but the genuine.
and Red Lakes,
.
Cimarron, N. M . Is depot for following stations In N. M.: Coate, Ponll Park, Rayado
,
Elizabeth-ownUte Park, N. M., Is depot for following stations In N. M.: Arroyo Seco, Aurora, Baldj, Black Lakes, Cerro,
TO
Valdez.
Lobo, Questa, Ranchos de Taoa, Red River City, Talpa, Taos, Twining and
'
W. A. GORMAN,
J- VAN HOUTEN,
J ' DEDMAN,
The Mining Camps of Colorado, Utah and Nevada;
Gen. Passenger Agt,
Vice Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Superintendent.
M.
N.
'
M.
RATON,
To Denver, Colorado Springs and
RATON, N.
RATON, N M
CLIFTON HOUSE
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Pueblo is Via the

v
To Los Angeles and San Francisco,
California and return. Regular six
month ticket on sale daily year round,
to Los Angeles and return, $56.90 to
San Francisco, and return $66.90, at)
days west bound transit limit on the
above tickets.
Mexico City, Mex., and Return,
Regular nine months' ticket on sale
dally to City of Mexico and return,
from Santa Fe $68.95 very low rates
for side trips to different points in Old
Mexico.
Annual Meeting of the Geological Society of America, Albuquerque, N.
M., December 30, 1907 Janu-

ARE OBTAINED.
ONLY PERFECT RE3ULT8
COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONE8 AND COLUMBIA RECORDS.

!
it

Fit

Any Cylinder

!

hjachine

I

P. Cylinder Records 25
cents each. $3.00 per dozen.

FIT AW

.

10-In-

Disc Records 60 cents

each.

$7.20 per Dozen.

Disc Records

h

Per Dozen

per

$10

Machine.
Rang9 In Price from
Cylinder
S7.BO

i
i

CYLINDER

FOOT

RECORDS 50c Each.
$5.00

i

DISC

Ch;iJlE

X.

HALF

ECOiDS

DISC

OUR

Our Cylinder Records

$1

each.

Dozen.

Disc Machines

price from

range

ary First,

in

912.50 to $100.00.

Denver & Rio Grande Railway
Through the fertile San Luis valley; also to the
San Jtfan country of Colorado.
For information as to rales, train service, descriptive literature, etc, call on or address
8. K. HOOPER, Q. P. A T. A.
Denver, Colo.

8anta Fe,

N. M.

I

0J0 CAUEflTE 10T SFRIflCS.

1908.

For the above occasion the Santa
These Celebrated Hot 8orlnaa are the world. The
of these watFe will sell tickets to Albuquerque and located In the midst of the Ancient ers has been efficiency
tested by
thoroughly
return for $5.45. On sale December Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fivmiles west the miraculous cures attested to In the
26, 27 and 28, final return limit thirty of Taos, and fifty miles north of 8anta
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheudays from date of sale.
Fe, and about twelve miles from
matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Brlght'a
Side Trip to the Grand Canyon of Ari
Station, on the Denver & Rio Disease of the Kidneys, 8yphllltlo and
zona.
Grande Railroad, from which point a Mercurial Affections, 8crofula, Catarrh,
In connection with the above meet- - dally line of
stages rune to the springs. La Grippe, all Female Complaints, eto.
Ing side trip tickets will be sold to the The temperature of these waters Is etc. Board, lodging and
bathing $2.60
grand canyon and return January 1, 2 from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are per day; $15 per week; $50 per
and 3 rate of $18.95, limit. 30 days, carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate month.
Stage meets Denver tralna
with stop overs In either direction very dry .and delightful the
and waits for Santa Fe train upon reyear
This will enable passengers to stop at round. There Is now a commodious
quest This resort la attractive at all
Adamana, Arizona for side trip to
hotel for the convenience of Invalids, seasons and Is open all winter. Pasforests.
and tourists. People suffering with sengers for OJo Calient
can leave
G. H. DONART,
consumption, cancer, and other con- Santa Fe at 9 a. m., and reach OJo
Agent, tagious diseases, are not accepted. Callente at 4 p. m., the same day.
These waters contain 1,686.24 grains Fare for round trip from Santa Fe to
Notice to Our Customers,
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being OJo Callente, $7.40. For further par
We are pleased to announce that the richest alkaline Hot 8prlngs In tlculars, address.
Foley's Honey and Tar for coughs,
colds and lung troubles is not affected
by the National Pure Food and Drug
law as it contains no opiates or other
OJo Callente. Taos County, K .M
harmful drugs, and we recommend It
as a safe remedy for children and
Ireland
adults. For sale by The
Pharmacy.
e

to $125.00

Bar-anc-

ALL MACHINE8 GUARANTEED.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO INVESTIGATE OUR EASY PAYMENT PLAN.
COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH CO.
16th Street, Denver, Colo. Mall Order Departments.
505-50-

F. H. MclRlDE, Agent

7
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pet-rifle-

COMING BACK

?

BEFORE STARTING PURCHASE
ROUND

o

TRIP TICKET BETWEEN

SANTA FE STATIONS FOR LOCAL

TRIPS AND SAVE TEN CENTS ON

I

THE DOLLAR
If you contemplate a trip this Fall East,
West, North or South, let us name
voil Rates. For Particulars call on or Address

j

(Homestead Entry No. 7321.)
Notice For Publication.
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
November 21, 1907"
Notice is hereby given that Cresen-clGarcia of Jemes, N. M., has filed
notice of his intention to make final
five year proof in support of his claim,
viz: Homestead Entry No. 7?21 made
November 17, 1902, for the SW 4 section 24, Township 18 N., Range 3 E.
and the said proof will be made before M. C. de Baca, Probate Clerk,
at Bernalillo, N. M., on December 28,

EH
LM1

G. H. DONART, AGT.

The New Mexican Printing ComDe Witt's Kianoy and Bladder Fills
afford quick relief for all forms of pany Is prepared to furnish cards de
bladder and kidney trouble. A ween s vlsite for ladles or rentlemen on
treatment, 25 cents. Sold by Tni Ire- short notice, in first class style at
land Pharmacy.
reasonable prices, either engrared or
printed. Call on the New Mexican
Printlnf Gompa7
,
Adrertlsing paya Try it ntS sea
-

,

1--

1907.

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

,

OY8TER8I HO!"
The first of the season Just received
short ordei
at the only
house, The Bon Ton, where they are
being served to your taste. Call and
be convinced. They handle A. Booth's
New York oysters, which come In
Register. sealed cans.

He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:.
Juan Gayegas, Francisco Gallegos,
Jose Ylarlo Rule, Juan Mestas, all of
Balleclto, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

The New Mexican can do printing
equal to that done In any of the large
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
work we turn out. Try our work once
and you will certainly come again. We
have all the facilities for turning out
every class of work. Including one of
the best binderies iu the west
;

,

"HOI

1

te

Trial Catarrh treatments are being
mailed out free, on request, by Dr,
Shoop, Racine, Wis. These tests are
proving to the people without a penny's cost the great value of this
entitle prescription known to drug
gists everywhere as Dr. Shoop's Ca
tarrh Remedy, Sold by all dealers.

a

Proprietor.

INCORPORATED

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Grain. Flour and Potatoes. Stationery,
Patent Medicine and tirocersi' Sundries.

J

PRQMFT ATTENTION GIVEN MAIL ORDERS

3

SANTA FE, N.

M

.

THURSDAY,

DECEMBER

SANTATE.OT

12,1907.
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BIEXICAH. SANTA FE,
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Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico,
Cut-of- f
of Santa Fc R'y
up Located on Belen

T

Cl

The

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe System leading
and
East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveatvii
and
East to San Francisco, Loi Angeles, El Paso

ALL

Old Mexico.
11x141 feet, laid

alio
1,000 business and residence lota,
streets, with alleyt 20 feet
out with broad 80- - and
and grand old
wide, with beautiful lake and public park
churches j
shade trees; public school house, costing $16,000 j
mercantile establishments; the Belen Patent Boiler
70-fo- ot

lare

three hotels,
Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery;
Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people; several
for
restaurants, etc. Belen is the largest shipping point

(many of them improved by cultivation); no sand or
bakery, tailor shop, shoe
gravel. We need a
house, jeweler, plumbing shop, planing mill, coal and wood
first-cla- ss

yard, drug store, harness shop, etc. etc.; also a
modem hotel

first-cla-

M

Our prices of lots are low and terms on easy payments;
d
title perfect; warranty deeds.
purchase mcney,
cash.
may remaij on note, with mortgage si
One-thir-

Two-thir-

ds

security, for one year, with 8 per cent interest thereon.
Apply at once for map and prices if you wish to secure

JOHN BECKER, President

the choicest

WM. M. BERGEH, Secretary.

cannot be estimated.
city in the near future

MAIL AND

EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lots offered are in the center of the city, well graded

BELEN T0WNSITE

Central New
wood, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in
Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad

EXPRESS,

FREIGHT T1AINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,

Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

points

LIMITED

FAS1

lot.

The Belen Town and Improvement Company

ai
ii
II

II

inaMwiiMMniB

-

-
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it
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There will be no more Indiscriminate cutting of young pines for
Christmas trees, as a result of the
rules of the forest service. Persons
desiring pines for private use may go
to a forest reserve ana cut a unnsv
m&s tree but no one will be permitted
to haul them away in wagon loads as
4n tfca nn at and retail
east to dealers.
them
or
them
ship
The only manner in which Christ-- ,
mas trees can be secured for use in
wholesale quantities Is for the persons
desiring them to secure permits from
the forestry officials and cut the trees
under the supervision of a forest
ranger.
In addition, a small charge will be
made for such trees. As a result of
establishment of national forests in
this vicinity, there has been a shortage of Christmas trees on the local
markets. Several merchants, however, have secured permits and will
dibring in small pines under the
rections of the rangers.
A number of men, who have made
Christmas pin money by bringing in
Christma strees heretofore, will not
be able to do so this year. Private
famines however, may send to the
forests for trees as before provided
for
they are using the trees only
sell
to
intend
not
do
and
themselves
them.
Tha rancera in directing the cut
ting of Christmas trees, see that they
nrfl taken where the trees are nat
no
urally too thick and so it does
out.
harm to thin them
Previously, however, the tree gatherers, cut young pines indiscriminately taking thousands of fine pines
that were needed where they were
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Smokeless Device)

want lo heat suitable ior any room in the
house. It has a real smokeless device al.r.olulely preventing
turn the wick as high ss you can or
smoke or smell
oil
lnwMvmi like brass. lont holds 4 quarts of
.
,
I"
that ijives oat fllowinj heat ior V hours.
nickel
art ornament
bhod
japan and
U... hwr hojt'fr v.irrantert
.viH.iv.
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"
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Albuaueraue. N. M.. Dec. 12. Roy
Pollock, clerk In the Santa Fe freight
office. wa3 assaulted by an unknown
man as he was leaving the office, and
vltrol or some similar liquid thrown
In his eyes.
Pollock fired at his unknown assail-- 1
ant and believes he wounded him seriously. Pollock Is In a precarious con
dition. No motive for the assault is
known.
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HEATING PLANT
FIRST REAL SNOW
AT COURTHOUSE
STORM OF SEASON

A tlcklinst cough from any cause
is quickly stopped by Dr. Shoop's
nnniA Cure. And it is so thoroughly
harmless and safe, that Dr. Shoop tells
mothers everywhere to give It without hesitation even to very young
babes. The wholesome green leaves
and tender stone of a
mountainous shrub, furnish the curative properties to Dr, Shoop's Cough
Cur. - It Calms the cough and heals
the sore and sensitive, bronchial membranes.'. No opium, no chloroform,
nntMnff iiarsh to inlure or suppreis.
that
plant extract, Onnn
fiimplyT. a resinous
.
mt.
helps to heal acmng mngs. me
hall this shrub which the Do&
tK iiAah. "The Sacred Herb." Always
demand Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure. For
.
sale by all dealers.

One Inch of "The Beautiful" Falls In
Santa Fe and Vicinity.

Yesterday was the first real wintry
day of the present season and yet the
above tne
mean temperature was
freezing point. One inch of snow fell
H urine the day and
high northerly
winds prevailed during the night. Fair
weather Is predicted for tonignt ana
Friday, with lowering temperature to
night in the eastern portion of New
Mexico.
In Santa Fe the temperature at 6
o'clock this morning was 30 degrees
and the lowest during last night 24
degrees. The maximum temperature

m.
1
yesterday was 42 degrees at p.
23
deand the minimum temperature
grees at 5:10 a. m., the mean temperature for the day being 33 degrees.
The relative humidity at 6 a. m. yes- tardAv was 88 Der cent and at 6 p. m
76 per cent, making the average for
the twelve hours 82 ter cent
Yesterday's snow which was preva
lent all over the northern part of the
territory" will prove of benefit to tne

ranges.

;

Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Farg?
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
-Payable Throughout Jhe United States. Canada. Mexic
and ail Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

ALBUQUERQUE MAN
DISFIGURED FOR LIFE.

Vi

J tad
NUe cl fcraa.
s!uJy a fteufe.
Lvcry .on.?
v,i K t!lC late, improvci rnlr.l dnU torn".
Oi I Hc!
cf fcyo Lamp trom
II you amiot ofein l!.e Porteciion

d

All

WANTED For U. S. Army, able- bodied, unmarried men, between ages
of 18 and 35; citizens of United States,
of good character and temperate habits, who can speak, read and write English. For Information apply to recruit
ing officer, Laughlln Block, Santa re,
New Mexico.

J. D. BARNES, Agent
I
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Local forestry officials say there
Is no disposition on the part of the
bureau to deprive any one of the his
toric Christmas tree and that any one
mav secure one tree.
The onlv ones affected by the or
der are the people who formerly sold
Christmas trees in Santa Fe or snip-tiethem out bv the car load to east
ern points, thereby realizing a nice
nroflt.
A charge of some five or ten cents
apiece for trees will probably be
made in such cases.
The Bureau of Forestry believes
that It is Justified in protecting the
forests neainst such onslaughts by
enforcing the cutting of such trees
under ranger supervision.
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Oitcn you want heel in a liurry
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General Express Forwarders

FOR RENT. Two furnished rooms
with modern conveniences. Apply this

II

Hilly

Wells Fargo & Compan
Express

no

FOR SALE. Typewriter, cash or in
stallment, or for rent. J. B. Sloan.

Officials.
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Ruthless Cutting of Young Pines Will
Not Be Allowed By Forestry
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TO STOP TRAFFIC
IN CHRISTMAS TREES

lung-healin-

anil
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Pasted Examination Successfully.
James Donahue, New British, Conn.,
writes: "I tried several kidney rem
edies, and was treated by our best
ivhvslclfln for diabetes, but did not im
...
prove until I took Foley's Kidney Cure
ftAer the second bottle I showed lmnrovement and five bottles cured me
I have since passed a
completely.
rtzid examination for lire insurance.
Fniev's Kidnev. Cure cures
and all forms of kidney and bladder
npftftRANOE TOWN MAR
For sale by The Ireland
trouble.
SHAL RESIGNS POSITION.
Pharmacy.
nrnffranHe N. M.. Dec. 12. Frank
re- ORGANIZE NEW CHURCH
Taylor, the town marshal, has
AT R08WELL.
is
the
pay
claims
that
signed. He
not sufficient and that he can make
Roswell, N. M., Dec. 12. A Southmnrfl money devoting his entire time
Preshvterlan church wltii 25 mem
ern
tn ha llverv business. His salary was
has been organized here by Rev.
bers
formerwas
$25 a month. Mr. Taylor
G. Jones, an evangelist ot the
Oliver
Paso
El
ot
the
police
member
ly a
El
Paso
Presbytery.
force.
-

back-ach- e

CARTHAGE COAL MINES
RUNNING FULL TIME.
New Hot Air Apparatus Now Doing
Business and Giving satistacuon
Stoves Discarded.
Carthage. N. M.. Dec. 12. The
mines of the Carthage Fuel Company
The new hot air heating plant in here are running full time and the
stalled at the court house is now in company finds a ready market at Dem-working order and doing business ing and El Paso, Texas, for Its entire
whlrh fact is Dleasing to the occu outout. Another mine In the district
pants of the several offices in the is also in operation and hauling coal
building. Even tne janitor wears a to the railroad. The Cartnage iruei
nlensed exnresslon as he has only one fiomnanv has a branch line connect
fire to build and keep going now in ing with the Atchison, Topeka and
stead of half a dozen or more in Santa Fe railway at San Antonio.
various nnrta of the building. The
new heating plant is virtually the old
Muscular Pains Cured.
one overhauled with the addition oi
"During the summer ot 1903 I was
hot nlr inductors and registers troubled with muscular pains in the InIt has been in use for several days step of my foot," says Mr. S. Ped
nAir null la civlne good satisfaction lar, of Toronto, Ont. "At times u was
Samuel Fallor had the contract for sn ualnful I could hardly walk. Cham
installing the heating apparatus.
berlain's Pain Balm was reoemmended
to me, so I tried it and was completeDeWitt's Carbolized Witch Hazel ly cured by one small bottle. I have
Salve. Get DeWitt's. Sold Dy ine since recommended it to several ot my
or
Ireland Pharmacy.
friends, all of rhom spes highly
It." For sale by all druggists.
RAILWAY COACHE8 TO BE
.
WARMED AT TUCUMCARI
RlTIT.DTNO.
TJfYP rWOtTV.
nnnTinollS
.
r
T..tji.lni. Offina nt Indian
.
T
i
P
oi.
TWpmhflr S 1907.
m..vi.nn
Tucumcarl, N. M., Dec. 12. The El
Is
toan an A Southwestern railway
the outside or tne aeaiea envoiuyo,
.
;
y,
tannine to extend its car heating ms ior vuiw
that
order
Will DB
in
1 .!..
...tnn
tn
T...1I
I).
(',..
Ti!iimp.nri
Wa.klnirfnn
-.
l
J.UUIBU O.UO...
bei vivc w
received at the Indian umce unm s o
the
cut
pas
into
are
that
mo wuv,uv
m. of January 13 1908 for furnishing- the
p.
senger trains here can . be neaiea necessary materials and labor to construct
mhon the eneines are not equipped Fe
School, New Mxloo. in strict accordance
ana iinitruonui
,ith atanm heat. The porters are in with
speoinoations
. 1,1.
. . plans,
.
i .
i . i
ne.eiwiniui.i
bidders, wnion may
structed to build fires In the coacnes to
nm..
nf 'Thn Pltlann." AlhU- nfnM
.h.
ot onv time thev are cut in cold and querq'ue. N. Mex.. "The New Mexican," San- heat-- ta Jve, IN. Mex.. im nuuaers nnu imum.
a steam
r ia the nian to install
... ..
.
eDr., si. raui, muiu.
BxohBiiKes.atUmana,
er nt the Tucumcarl terminal simuar and
Minneapolis, Minn., theut.Northwestern
Paul Minn..
i
i
..in!..,lr,n
tn tha one now in operation In the
U. S. Indian Warehouses at ? Chicago,
the
El
at
old Northeastern round houses
III., umana. ixeDr., o. uwn
York, N. Y., and at the school. For further
Paso.
o
to v.
information
appiy
Tfo N.w
Mexino. C. F. LARRABKB,
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DeWitt's Little Early Riser Pills are
sold by The Ireland Pharmacy.

at.
Acting Commissioner.

The New Mexican rrlntlng ComNew Mexican Printing Com pany is prepared to furnish cards de
pany will do your job work with vlsite for ladles and for gentlemen on
neatness and dispatch.
short notice In first class style at reasonable prices, either engraved or
Call on ' the New Mexican
Subscribe for. the Dally New Mexl printed.
can and get the aewi.
Printing Compamy.
The

6A4orlSv

The finest coffee substitute ever
made has recently been produced by
You
Dr. Shoop of Racine, Wisconsin.
don't have to boil it twenty or thirty
"Made In a minute," says
minutes.
the doctor. "Health Coffee" Is really
the closest Imitation ever yetp reduced
Not a grain of real coffee In it either.
Health Coffee Imitation is made from
pure toasted cereals or grains, with
malt, nuts, etc. Really It would fool
an expert were he to unknowingly
drink it for Coffee. For sale by Cart,
wright Davis Co.

I
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Santa Rosa

f

STUDY T HE MAP.
for the dlstrlbu- The natural Doint on the New A., T. & S. F. Cut-of-f
e
of
the easy grades and short route
tion of freight, having the advantag
to the East and West, and direct com munlcation will all points in the Ter- -

rltory.

is open.
Wholesale houseB are coming to Wlllard as soon as the
Surrounded by a fine farming countr y. The purest water in New Mexico.
The geographical center of Torrance County and ot New Mexico. The
water point on the great A., T. & S. F. short iine through New Mexloo.
Cut-of- f

Wlllard is a growing town. Wlllard
For Information, cal on or address

will make a City.

Study the Ma?

FRANK L. WALRAT H, REAL ESTATE.
WILLAR D, N. M.

f

FHEN in need oi
tiling on Earth ty a
NEW MEXICAN WANT AD.

It will positively bring results.

SANTA FK SJSW MEXICAN, SANTA PE,
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Minor City Topics
(Continued
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MESILLA VALLEY TO
CONTRIBUTE $3,500

from Pago Five.)

Will Lend Every

0CErS,

BAiEfS,

BUTCHERS!

PH0NE.N0,

Wholesale
AGENTS

All Kinds of

iv

Picture Framing

h

I

r

COAL i WOOD
Cerrllloi Lump,

Anthracite Furnace,

Monero Lump,

Smithing Coal,
Sawed Wood and Kindling

Anthracite

Mixed.

By

M. Hervey
Is a warm personal friend and admir-

A., T. and 8. F. Depot.

OUR FLAG
OTTO RETSCH,
-

Ptoprietof

FROM A PINT U?.

Fine Wines, Liquors and cigars.
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA

'

A

-

IF

t

t
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YOU ARE LOOKING

SANTA FE, N.M.

Fo- R-

CHRISTMAS PRESENT

To send to Home Folks or Friends in the East that will
be appreciated, buy something in the line of Filigree
Jewelry, Mexican Drawn Work, Unmounted or Mounted
Turquoise or best of all, a Navajo Blanket. We have a
great variety of nice things appropriate as gifts.

As a special inducement to Santa Fe people we are offering Holiday Goods of all kinds in stock at cost or greatly reduced prices. While they last we are selling Chimayo
pillow tops at 50 cents each, Mexican Drawn Work Collars
of turn-ove- r
pattern, at 10 cents each, and Souvenir Post-- "'
al Cards of City at 1 cent each. There are other bargains

for holiday shoppers.

'
;

,

AT CflNPEMRIO'S CURIO STORE
J

San Francisco Street.
Free souvenirs will be given to the ladies during the week
between Christmas and New Year's.

S.CandelariO. Prop.

301-30-

3

BEER

Special price by the galllon.
IN BULK

IN CASES

Port

Malaga
Naidera
Tokay
Narsale

Sherry

Angelica

Muscatel
Blackberry
GUADALUPE
(Continued

DAY

From

Riesling
White wine

Claret

Zinfandel
White Port Burgundy

CELEBRATED.
Page One)

successor
as
Father Rabeyrolle's
pastor of Guadalupe church. Father
Basset has been for several years assistant of Very Rev. Anthony
vicar general and rector of
the Cathedral. Although French by
birth and educated in his native country he speaks fluently both the EngOn aclish and Spanish languages.
count of his connection witn the Cathedral he is already well known
among his new parishioners.
Four-cheg-

IMPROVEMENT WORK
ALONG RIO GRANDE
Dykes Being Built to Keep Stream In
Regular Channel Greatly Increases Surface Flow.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan who recently made a trip along
the Rio Grande in southern New Mexico for the purpose of inspecting improvement work now going on in that
section, is well satisfied with what
Is being done. In the course of an
Interview with a New Mexican representative he recited his observations. Mr. Sullivan said:
"Improvement work along ue Rio
Grande and the increasing of the
surface flow of this river has been
progressing very satisfactory. This
work was provided for by House Bill
No. 74 of the Thirty-sevent- h
Legislative Assembly. It. has been found that
the only practical way of increasing
the flow of the Rio Grande with the
limited appropriations given by said
is to
bill to the several counties,
such
at
river
the
places
straighten
where it overflows and forms large
surfaces of shallow water over the
area of overflowed land and thereby
causing large losses of water by evaporation. The river as every one
knows, flows down a practically level
valley, which has been formed by silt
deposits at times of high water and
theroforo it has a tendency at each
or
flood to change its 'course more
less. The banks being low and of
soft material readily erodes to the
action of the moving water.
"Last spring the water had left its
natural course ontirely for several
miles and was giving indications of
doing immediate damage to the farms
and possibly the city of Albuquerque.
This river was turned back in its nat
ural course by cutting a small canal
up the old bed and then throwing
brush jetties or dams across the
places the water was flowing and now
at these places the water is entirely
confined to its natural channel. As
the tendency of flowing water is to
continue in the straight course, great
care has to be exercised in the guiding
of-twater, so that when the banks
on one side of the river are "being
protected it will not deflect the water
across the stream and do damage to
land by eroding on the other side of
the river lower down.
"Another place where the water had
partially left Its old channel and was
eating its way towards one of the
large aeequias in Sandoval county,
brush and rock jetties are being built
to confine the water to its natural
course.
"These brush and rock jetties are
found to be the most satisfactory way
to control the river, at, limited expense, as the brush seems to check
the current and then the slit begins
to deposit, thereby building Its own
oanks up again.
"Other work in Valencia and Sierra
counties is now being done. The
work in Sierra county will be the
straightening of the river where it
has washed out several farms and
gives indications of doing consider
able more damage by washing away
a canal for a mile or so. The river
now covers a very large area and the
evaporation loss is very great.
"In Valencia county dikes are being
built to protect the land from over
flow and to confine the water In its
natural course."

DENVER GETS BIG CONVENTION.
(Continued

From Page One.)

preceded him in all they said about
Denver. He added it would encour-ag- e
Colorado Democrats to have
the
convention held in Denver. There
was a good Democratic
following In

that state he said and continued:
"Twice we have given

that

incom-

parable Democrat, W. J. Bryan, our
electoral votes. We can do that
again
whether it is Bryan or some other

good Democrat.'
Other. Cities Made Mild Bids.
Speaking for Chicago James Hamilton Lewis said that city would offer
the convention a hall free and J25,-00If more money was needed to
pay the actual expenses of the convention it would be forthcoming.
Representative Sharley of Kentucky, presented the claims of Louisville,
dwelling particularly upon its accessibility. Louisville would furnish a
convention hall and guarantee $30,000
for expenses.
The claims of St. Paul were put
forth by Charles D. D'Autremont, Jr.,
a proxy delegate who contended that
the climate of St. Paul in tae summer
time was far preferable to that of any
0.

city further south.
Atlantic City Withdraws From Race.
President Bell, of the Hotel Men's
Association of Atlantic City, announced that owing to the lack of hall facilities that the city's invitation would
be deferred until 1912.
Congressman Johnson, of Texas,
presented the Belmont resolution for
publicity in regarding campaign contributions. After adopting the resolution the committee took a recess until
four o'clock.

ASSASSIN KILLS
REBEL LEADERS
Boris Sarafoff 8hot Dead on the
Threshold of His Home Visiting
Chief Shared Same Fate.

'

Sofia, Bulgaria, Dec. 12. Boris Sarafoff, the most famous of all the leaders of Bulgarian insurgent bands In
Macedonia, was shot dead on the
threshold of his home today by a Macedonian, who also shot and killed
another revolutionary chief named
Garvaueff, while the latter was in the
act of bidding Sarafoff farewell. Sarafoff was prominent in all the uprisings
in Macedonia against the Turks.

SPECIAL MEETING OF
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS.

There will be a special meeting of
the Board of County Commissioners
of the county of Santa Fe in the office of the probate clerk In the court
house at 10 a. m., on Monday December 23d, for the purpose of transacting all business which may properly
come before the board and to close up
buslnes for the year 1907. Citizens
having business with the board will
please take due notice.
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FOR EVERYBODY
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er of Judge William H. Pope, whose
nomination for
as as- .German Nobleman Will Wed
Virginia
sociate justice of the Territorial Supreme Court and presiding judge of
Mexico Mountain Resort. .
the Fifth judicial district, was confirmed yesterday by Congress.
Two fortunes as well as two hearts
"I am very glad to know of his rewill be united when Baron Fritz
appointment," he said this morning to Marschall von Blerberstein of GerI. SPARKS,
(Signed)
the New Mexican. "I have known him
many, becomes the husband of Miss
Chairman.
for
a
and
good many years
Intimately
Liza Moorman, daughter of one of the
Attest: GEORGE W. ARMIJO,
no judge ever stood higher In that
most aristocratic families in old VirClerk of the Board.
section of the Territory as an able
the wedding to take place at
ginia,
and honest administrator of public
Albuquerque on December 18th.
justice. I think I am safe in saying
It was at the Valley Ranch on
Drs. Diaz and Rolls
that the entire bar of the Pecos Val- the
Pecos that the German
upper
ley recognizes In Judge Pope not only nobleman who was
"roughing it"
a just and impartial judge but also an
the West, met and fell in
through
industrious and able lawyer."
'love with the Virginia girl, who was
Attorney General Hervey is taking also spending a short vacation at that
hold of his duties as the legal adresort last summer.
OFFICE HOURS
visor of the territory as if to the man- popular
Both the baron and his prospective
la
able
he
soon
as
as
and
ner born,
D5. J. A. ROLLS, 10 TO 12 A. M.
bride were frequent visitors to Santa
to turn around a few times will beFe during the summer months while
DR. J. M. DIAZ, 1 TO 3 P. M.
gin reeling off opinions.
they were guests at the Valley Ranch
and they have many friends here who
will be surprised to hear of the apANDREWS INTRODUCES
proaching marriage. The groom-to-b- e
FORTY-FIV- E
BILLS has extensive mining Interests at
Joplln, Missouri, and besides is the
New Mexico's Delegate' Gets Busy In owner of. vast estates in the empire
:
across the seas. Following the wedCongress Measures All Good
ding the couple will go to California
Ones.
to spend the winter and next spring
they will go to Germany and make
to the New Mexican.
Washington, Dec. 12. Delegate W. their home on the groom's beautiful
UFFICIAl MATTERS
H. Andrews today introduced In the estate, Blerberstein.
House of Representatives a total of
Articles of Incorporation,
em one es
forty-fivbills, amongst.
The following articles of IncorporaHAS
E.
LACOME
tablishing a national soldiers and sail
tion have been filed in the offlc e of
ors' home at Santa Fe, New Mexico;
PARALYTIC STROKE Territorial
Nathan Jaffa:
:

.

FALSTAFP BOTTLED BEER.

ANY QUANTITY

SEQUEL TO VALLEY
PANCH ROMANCE

Attorney General James

CAIFITAX. OOAL.YABD.
near
Phone No. 85. Office Garfield Avenue,

the President.

Liquor Dealers

FOa FAMOUS PABST BLUE

--

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
AND
EMBALMERS

6

Just received carload of California Wines

i

DUDR 0W & IIIIONTENIE

12, 1907,

DIGNEO & NAPOLEON

Assistance Towards

Making Meeting National IrrigaThe preliminary hearing of the case
tion Congress a 8uccess.
of the territory against W. Tremaino
N ?. 250 San Francisco Street
Watson, who is charged with having
obtained goods under raise pretenses, Special to the New Mexican.
Las Cruces, N. M., Dec. 12. The
Telewas resumed today before Justice of
Market.
4.
No.
Meat
Grocery Telephone
Cruces meeting between the
Las
the Peace Jose Ma. Garcia.
of control of the National Irrl
board
Funeral services were held at 10
phone No. 49.
and the Elephant
o'clock this morning over the remains gation Congress
Users'
Association and
Butte
Water
..,1
of late Mrs. M. E. Poole at the home
of the Mesllla valley was a
of the latter's daughter, Mrs. David people
success and the congress com
M. White, on Hickox street. Kev. V. great
now has received
ralttee
enough
It. Dye, rector of the Church of the;
to carry them to ail
encouragement
conducted
the obsequies
Holy Faith,
of the territory. So encuor
which were private. After the last points
the members of the board of
are
aged
rites the casket containing the body
control after getting $3,500 from the
was shipped for burial at Council
Mesilla valley besides hearty co-o- p
Bluffs, Iowa. Mrs. White is accompa' eration and assistance in
every par
CHRISTMAS GIFTS.
good it is. Hams, bacon, Fausages, nying the remains to their last rest
If other localities do as
that
ticular,
our
at
market.
uigs feet, etc.,
ing place.
well as the Mesilla valley, the con
We can especially recommend our
to be held, at Albuquerque will
gress
ALMERIA GR'aPES.
lino of cigars and pipes for Xmas.
of the
a big exposition
be
made
BIG IRRIGATION
gifts for men. Pipes 25c to $7.
to the
the
and
Southwest
delegates
Imported Spanish, grapes very best
Cigars from $1 per box up to $3.75.
ENTERPRISE HERE congress will be treated to an exhibi
ho
35c.
to
35c.
Ldd, per pound
quality
Souvenir china at 15c, 20c, 25c,
tion of the resources of ne South
Nice to Bend away.
Territorial -- nglncer Approves Appli- west beyond anything they ever heard
CRANBERRIES.
Candy of all kinds at from 15c per
cation of Eden Canal, Land and
of.
pound up to $1.50 per box.
Power Company.
If the present congress does not ad'
We have an exceptionally fine lot
We will have other shipments for
mit New Mexico at this session the
of cranberries, per quart 15c.
the holidays.
One of the largest of the various visitors and delegates to the Irriga
private Irrigation enterprises project- tion Congress will be fully impressed
LETTUCS.
TURKEYS.
ed in the territory is that of the Eden with the Injustice of withholding
Canal, Land and Power Company In statehood from so rich and industrious
California Butter Lettuce is the best the northern
Our selection of turkeys is always
part of New Mexico. a territory. New Mexico has the re
the very best. We order quality re- thing that comes to this market. Per Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sul- sources
to show and the congress
gardless of price and sell as cheaply head 15c.
livan after an examination- of the next fall is the proper place to show
as any one can for good goods. Leave
plans of the project furnished him has them.
I M PORTE- DILLS.
your order now.
approved the application of the comThe Mesilla valley has the choice
pany and granted a permit to appro- of floor space for its exhibit and will
NUTS.
We have opened up a cask of im
priate water for the uses desired from have an exhibit worthy of the valley.
ported dill pickles. These are the Las Animas river.
The Agricultural College will begin
We now have all kinds of nuts real Magdeburgs, 2 for 5c, 5 for 10c,
Thi3 proposition is a very large work at once to make the exhibit the
shelled as well as those that come in
one and means the expenditure of a finest ever shown by any irrigated
the natural state. Shelled walnuts
KRAUT.
sum of money. The water will valley in the country.
,
large
and almonds 60c per pound. Suelled
be diverted from Las Animas river at
talked
at some
Governor
Curry
cashews, pignollias, fiilberts, 40c a
Home made kraut, quart 10c. In a point across the line into Colorado length on his hobby "Statehood for
pound.
cans 2 for 25c.
and will be carried down into New New Mexico."
Shelled Pecans 90c. Salted pistaMexico on the west side of the river
SUNBURST PEAS.
chios 80c.
to a place commonly known as CeThis is the best value we have dar Hill, where the greater portion of DAILY TRAIN SERVICE
Italian chestnuts, Filberts jumbo
the water will bo carried across Las
pecans, and Brazil nuts 20c per pound, ever offered in canned peas.
TO PECOS VALLEY
Animas river through an immense Inhickory nuts and black walnuts 3 Extra sifted, per can 15c.
verted siphon. This siphon will be
pounds 25c. California walnuts and
Early June, 2 cans for 25c.
Will Be Inaugurated By Santa Fe
over half a mile in length and will
almonds, 25c.
December
Railway Commencing
MACKEREL.
drop to the bottom of the river a disBeen Needed.
Has
18th
Long
2
MEAT MARKET.
Medium size, for 25c.
tance of 190 feet, it even being one
of the largest high pressure siphons
Large size, 2 for 45c.
Try our K. C. beef and see how
'
Division Superintendent J. M. Kurn
being built in the United States.
of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
The greater portion of the land to
who is stationed at Las Vebe irrigated lies east of Las Animas Railway,
informed local station agent
river and north of the San Juan river. gas, today
G. H. Donart that a daily train ser
Practically all of this land has been
from Carlsbad and Roswell to
taken up by homesteaders through vice
Albuaueraue via the Pecos Valley and
the efforts of the Irrigation promoters
the Eastern
and they are all anxiously awaiting Northeastern Railway,
of New Mexico and the AtRailway
the construction of this project, as
Topeka and Santa Fe Railthe value of their land largely de- chison, will
be
inaugurated, on
way
pends on securing an ample supply of
December
18, and wui
water for irrigating purposes. The Wednesday,
be run regularly upon the
thereafter
company has already approximately
schedules:
20,000 acres signed by homesteaders following
Westward to Albuquerque it will
j
for water rights from this project,
nvw thA Helen cut off from
Territorial Engineer Sullivan says
Amarlllo dally at 8:30 a. mpassing
the land is well adapted for cultivaTexlco at 11:40 a. m., where connecj
tion by irrigating. Said her
made .with trains from
"The soil is most ideal for Irriga- tions will .be
south leaving Carlsbad at 4 a. m.
the
Be-letion, being the red, sandy loam and
and Roswell at 7 a. m. and leaving
to
at
and
very
35
susceptible
DAY
irrigation
'PHONE
DUDROW'S OFFICE BUILDING.
at 9:30 p. m. and arriving at Althe same time affording good under
at 10:45 p.m.
The land largely buquerque
ground drainage.
trains will" leave Albubound
East
lies in mesas and is especially
well
at 7:06 a. m.( Belen at 8:15
suited to the production of fruit as has querque
at 10:45
a. m., arriving at Amarillo
esidence, 102 Lincoln Avenue.) Night and Sundays. Telephone, No. 142.
already been demonstrated by fruit
trains
making
bound
South
nv
p
growers in the valley."
connections at Texlco will arrive in
Roswell at 9:45 p. m. and arriving at
Carlsbad at 1 a. m. the following day.
JUDGE POPE HELD
The trains will give direct connecIN HIGH ESTEEM tion with Santa Fe and all points
north and south of Santa Fe, on the
and on the
Attorney General James M. Hervey Santa Fe Railway system
Santa Fe Pacific.
Gratified at His

DECEMBER

THUR3DAY,

e

J.

another appropriating $250,000 to
pay Indian depredation claims of New
Mexico citizens and to strike out the
word "amity" in the present law,
which means that if this word is omit
ted all proven and valid Indian depredation claims or even if the Indians
have lived In amity with the United
States, are to be paid. Forty of the
bills are pension bills for New Mexico
veterans. , ;' 'r'.

Secretary

.

Well Known Hotel Man 8trlcken This
Morning Has Been Sick for
'
8ome Time.
.

Joseph E.: Lacome, one of the proprietors of the Claire hotel, suffered
a stroke of paralysis at his home this
morning and his condition is serious.
His right side is affected. Mr.
many, friends will be sorry to
learn of this, as although ue has- - been
Legal blanks both English and , quite sick for some weeks, it was
Spanish for sale by the New Mexican understood he was rapidly recovering.
Hla ultimate recovery is hoped fox.
Printing Company.
's

The Gold Plume Mining Company.
Principal place of business In New
Mexico at Raton, Colfax County, and
outside of the territory at Cleveland,
Ohio.
Territorial agent, T. D. Lieb,
of Raton. Capital stock J10.000,
Into ten thousand shares of the
each. Object, mining
par value of
Period of existence
business.
fifty
years.
Incorporators, S. S. Saftord,
Henry. H. Dorn, and Albert A, Dorn
all of Cleveland, Ohio, and Frank M.
Whitoman and James II. Leonard, of
Elyrla, Ohio. The company was orig;
inally Incorporated In Ohio. :.r
.

f

rows the Lumber that is today com
ing to the front. We'l back woods that
we are selling to resist weather and
Our assortment
last many
of Lumber is second to none In this
neighborhood all free from knots
seasoned, and cut to desired lengths.
Let us sell you one load and we will
and Imperfections,
wall
thoroughly
be sure to sell you others,
life-time- s.

